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ABSTRACT
Measurement of ocular rolling is valuable for understanding space
sickness because the torsion of the eyes response to the gravity vector
change or visual scenery rotation is one of the few indications of otolith
function.
There are a number of methods for measuring ocular torsion. But each
of them has some drawbacks. Several digital signal processing methods have
been investigated and it is known that the subpicture method is the most
accurate calculation method of ocular torsion. This thesis was undertaken
to develop practical softwares using this subpicture method for analyzing
image rotation.
In the subpicture method, two 64*64 byte dimension subpictures are
taken from a 256*256 byte dimension reference picture. A region of interest
which has 20*20 byte dimension is defined at the center of the subpictures.
This region of interest is crosscorrelated with another subpicture
taken from a data image picture. The correlation peak gives calculation
data for the image rotation.
Two practical softwares were developed for RT-11 System at the
Man-Vehicle Laboratory and VAX System at Tufts University Image Analysis
Laboratory.
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Space sickness has been a problem for Space Shuttle pilots and
payload specialists when they conduct experiments for many days on the
earth orbit in weightlessness or micro-gravity. Space sickness or motion
sickness is a peculiar function of the vestibular system.
Figure 1.1 and 1.2 show the human vestibular system. The
labyrinthine-vestibular sensory system is the main apparatus for the
maintenance of equilibrium and awareness of the body's position in relation
to its environment. It serves to transduce forces associated with linear
and angular movements of the head into nerve impulses that reflexly control
movement and posture. Five sensory organs are included: the two saccular
and utricular macules sense gravito-inertial forces; the three semicircular
canals sense angular accelerations of the head. Each macule supports
otoliths, the position of which is altered by linear motion and by the
effects of gravity. The cristae ( the sensory receptors of the semicircular
canals ) are attached to their walls and are activated by motions of the
fluid within the canals. Currents can also be induced in this fluid by
warming and cooling the tympanic membrane. The otoliths and cristae deform
hair cells of the sensory membranes, which induce nerve impulses. The
latter are transmitted by ganglion cells ( located in the internal auditory
canal ) and reach the brainstem via the vestibular nerve.[5]
The main reason for space sickness is the mismatch between visual
information from eyes and gravitational information from the vestibular
system. For instance, if you tilt your head around the line of sight on the
earth in 1G gravitational field, the eye balls also tilt and send rotated
visual information to the cerebrum. But, at the same time, the vestibular
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system also feels the gravity vector change by the tilting of the head, and
sends the gravitational information to the cerebrum. This visual and
gravitational information match with each other on the earth in 1G field,
but do not match each other on the earth orbit in OG field, due to the
vestibular system not feeling the gravity change by the head tilt in OG
field. This interaction between visual system and vestibular system causes
the space sickness.
An interesting relation of the vestibular system to the eye
movement is ocular counterrolling or ocular torsion. If you tilt your head
around the line of sight, the eye does not rotate as much as the head.
Rotating visual information, such as a rotating dome in front of the eye,
can cause the ocular torsion even if there is no gravity vector change.
The analysis of this ocular counterrolling is important for
knowing the function of the vestibular system and for the analysis of space
sickness.
There are a number of methods of measuring ocular torsion,
however, each of the methods has some drawbacks. The most accurate methods
are those that require attachment of a device such as a contact lens
directly to the eye. But these methods are not applicable for some
experiments.[1] The non invasive video photographic methods generally
require human analysis of images of the eye. This human photographic
interpretation is costly and requires meticulous attention to quality
control.
One of the latest developments in this area of counterrolling
measurement has been that of a video-based monitoring system for torsional
eye movement. Many digital image processing applications require that two
images be registered with each other. The most commonly investigated
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sub-task in image registration is detection of translation, however,
techniques for measuring rotation have also been examined. One application
where there has been extensive use of image registration is the evaluation
of LANDSAT imagery.[1]
Mehdi Hatamian et al (1983) presented a video-based technique for
measuring the torsional movement of the eye ( counterroll ) by processing
video images of the eyeball. Entire system was based on the fact that most
variance in iris image density occurs in the angular direction in a polar
coordinate system centered on the pupil. Crosscorrelation between sequences
was obtained by sampling the digitized image of the eye ball at a fixed
radius from the pupil center. The iris portion of the image was converted
to an N*N format and then transformed using a two dimensional FFT ( Radial
Sampling ). The results by software implementation of the algorithm showed
the resulting error was less than 0.1 degree for the eye ball picture.[3]
Anthony Parker (1983) compared the advantages of three methods of
radial sampling, sector tracking and landmark tracking and he has concluded
that the landmark tracking method is easy to implement and has the
sufficient accuracy.[1][2]
The thesis of this work is that digital signal processing
techniques can be applied to images of the eye in order to measure ocular
torsion and is to develop a practical software. Two practical softwares
were developed for the RT-11 System at the MIT Man-Vehicle Laboratory and
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2. Rotation Measurement Algorithms
There have been several algorithms for the detection of data
image rotation; (1) sector tracking, (2) radial sampling of FFT, and (3)
subpicture method which was investigated in this thesis.
2.1 Sector Tracking Method - Theory of Action
In the sector tracking method, the reference image and the data
image of the eye are radially sampled around the center of the pupil. The
horizontal dimension of the sampled new images corresponds to the angular
direction of the original images. The vertical dimension of the sampled new
images corresponds to the radial direction of the original images.
The sampled new reference image and data image are Fourier
transformed and filtered with the Mexican hat filter for boosting the
moderately high frequencies. After inverse Fourier transformed, these
radially sampled images are crosscorrelated. The translation between these
two image matrices in the horizontal direction corresponds to the angular
direction and provides a measure of the rotation angle.
Since this method requires radial sampling and independent
measurement of the center position of the eye, it is slightly more
difficult to implement than the subpicture method ( Anthony Parker, 1983 ).
2.2 Radial Sampling - Theory of Action
The method of radial sampling of FFT takes advantage of the fact
that the magnitudes of the Fourier transform are independent of
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translations in x and y directions of the image matrices. The magnitudes of
the Fourier transform depend upon rotation of the image matrices.
A sector of the magnitudes of the Fourier transform is circularly
sampled in the reference and the data images. The crosscorrelation of these
sampled sector images is used to calculate the rotation angle of the two
images. It was not possible to use this method for eye images because the
strong peak of the crosscorrelation appeared in the non-iral part of the
images ( Anthony Parker, 1983 ).
2.3 Subpicture Method - Theory
Some of the basic subpicture method algorithms are shown in
Figure 2.3.1 and Figure 2.3.2. The reference picture OCR1.PIC and the data
picture OCR2.PIC have the dimension of 256*256.
The operator identifies two subpictures, A1.PIC and B1.PIC, which
are subtracted from the reference picture OCR1.PIC. The dimension of these
subpictures is 64*64 which enables short calculation time and FFT.
A region of interest which has 20*20 dimension is automatically
defined by masking at the center of these subpictures, namely ROIA and
ROIB. So, the operator must choose the x-y co-ordinates of these
subpictures so that a clear landmark should be at the center of the
subpicture and included in the 20*20 dimension of the region of interest.
Two other subpictures, A2.PIC and B2.PIC, are subtracted from the
data picture OCR2.PIC at the same x-y co-ordinates as Al.PIC and B1.PIC.
Two regions of interest, ROIA and ROIB, and two subpictures, A2.PIC and
B2.PIC, are Fourier transformed and filtered with Mexican hat filter.
The filtering operation boosts the moderately high frequencies and
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attenuates the low and very high frequencies. There are edge effects at the
boundary of the image due to the filter. Therefore the outer three elements
are masked to zero.
After being inverse Fourier transformed, ROIA is crosscorrelated
with A2.PIC and ROIB is crosscorrelated with B2.PIC. The peak of each
crosscorrelation is used as a measure of the translation of the region of
interest between two subpictures.
The rotation angle calculation is simple.
( xal, yal ) ; x-y coordinates of subpicture A1.PIC
( xbl, yb1 ) ; x-y coordinates of subpicture B1.PIC
( xa2, ya2 ) ; x-y coordinates of crosacorrelation peak in
the subpicture A2.PIC
( xb2, yb2 ) ; x-y coordinates of crosscorrelation peak in
the subpicture B2.PIC
The inclination of the line which connects ( xal, yal ) and ( xbl, ybl )
with respect to the horizontal x axis is given by
thetal=arctan((yal-ybl)/(xal-xbl))
The inclination of the line which connects ( xa2, ya2 ) and ( xb2, yb2 )
with respect to the horizontal x axis is given by
theta2=arctan((ya2-yb2)/(xa2-xb2))
Therefore, the rotation angle is given by






































Fig. 2.3.2 Crosscorrelation of Subpictures
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3. Preconditionig of Image - Mexican Hat Filter
The human observer can measure the translation of an object on
the x-y plane which is perpendicular to the line of sight, or on the video
screen. So, if the visual signal process of humans is simulated by computer
algorithm, it should be possible for software to measure the translation of
an object on the video screen. A successful process was to use the Mexican
hat filter ( Anthony Parker, 1983 ). Therefore, the same filter was used in
this thesis.
This filter is the second derivative of a Gaussian function and
given by
1/(sigma**2*sqrt(2*pi))*exp(-r**2/(2*sigma**2))
The name, Mexican hat, comes from the shape of this filter in the spacial
domain.
The effect of the Mexican hat filter is to boost the moderately
high frequencies and reduces the magnitude of low frequency component and
very high frequency component. Figure 7.2 MH.TH and MHF.TH shows the
Mexican hat filter in position domain and frequency domain respectively.
The filtering effect is shown in Figure 7.2 A1.TH2, B1.TH2, A2.TH2 and
B2.TH2.
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4. Extracting Torsion Measurement - Crosscorrelation
Crosscorrelation is a well known operation defined by
Rflf2( i',j' )=sam(ij) ( fl( ij ) f2(*)( i-i',j-j ) )
where
fl( i,j ) is the first picture
f2( i',j' ) is the second picture
(*) is the conjugation operation
This crosscorrelation is normalized by the energy of the pictures
R'f1f2( i',j' )=Rflf2( i',j' )/sqrt( eflef2 )
where
ef1 is the energy of the first image defined by
efl=sum(i,j) ( f( ij ) f(*)( i,j ) )
ef2 is the energy of the second image defined by
ef2=sum(i',j') ( f( i',j' ) f(*)( i',j' ) )
In this thesis, the normalization factor is calculated by
squaring the second image, multiplying the Fourier transform of the squared
image by the transform of the mask, taking inverse Fourier transform and
then taking the square root. The crosscorrelation and the normalization
factor are shown in Figure 7.2 ONA.TH2 and ONB.TH2.
In this case, the image was filtered so as to increase the energy
in the detail in the iris. For this reason, the peak in the
crosscorrolation funtion falls in a region where the energy is near the
maximum. The peak is apparent even in the unnormalized crosscorrelation (
Anthony Parker 1983 ). When the peak is in a low energy region, it is often
smaller than the side lobes. In that case, the normalization operation will
make it possible to identify the peak when it could not otherwise be
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identified.
But, if there is a strong reflection of any image on the iris,
such as reflection of a rotating dome, it might be possible that there are
two crosscorrelation peaks, one is for the eye image and the other is for
the reflection movement. So, the image data should be as clear as possible.
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5. Hardware Used to Inplement the Ocular Torsion Algorithm
5.1 Hardware of Man-Vehicle Laboratory
Figure 5.1 shows the computer system at the Man-Vehicle
Laboratory, which is built around a Digital Equipment Corporation,
PDP-11/34 central processing unit with 256 kilobytes ( kB ) of main buffer
memory, two 2.4 megabytes ( MB ) RK05 disk drives, a Microterm terminal
ERGO 301, a WV-200P video camera, a NV-9300 video tape player, a WV-5300
video monitor and a Printronix MVP printer. The operating system used on
this system is the RT-11 version 4.
The calculating power and speed are low because the buffer memory
size is rather small and the system doesn't have an array processor. For
instance, 256*256 byte dimension of matrix data array or 64*64 complex
dimension of matrix data array cannot be defined in the buffer memory. A
large program cannot be run and it was necessary that a large program must
be divided into several parts. Two dimensional image data was manipulated
every few rows of the image matrix and written in the disk memory with the
record size of 128 ( 512 bytes ).
5.2 Hardware of Tufts University Image Analysis Laboratory
Figure 5.2 shows the hardware system of Tufts Image Analysys
Laboratory computer system. The hardware system is VAX-11/780 with 4
mega-byte buffer memory, and the operating system is VMS Version 4.1. This
system has the floating point accelerator.
The calculation power and speed are much higher than RT-11
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System, because the calculation can be done in the buffer memory and
doesn't need I/O operation between the buffer and the disc memory. While
the program for RT-11 System needs 75 minutes to analyze an image, the
program for VAX System needs only 2 minutes with I/O operation and only 30
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6. Data Format and Image Manipulation
6.1 Data Format
A frame grabber generates 256*256 dimension image data arrays.
Each element is a byte which has 8 bit intensity capacity ( -127 to 127 ).
An image can be taken from the video camera or the video tape player and
displayed on the video monitor.
Image data is transformed from bytes into complex numbers by
adding 0 element of the complex part for FFT and digital filtering.
6.2 Image Acquisition and Manipulation










useful for image manipulation.
Reset the video screen
Set whole display equal to n*10
Load the scroll register
Set left bound of the screen at n*10
Set right bound of the screen at
n*1 0
Set top bound of the screen at n*10
Set bottom bound of the screen at
n*1 0
Connect the video monitor directly
with the video camera or the video
tape player
Because of the high noise level in
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the video frame grabber, multiple
image had to be averaged to obtain
a reasonable quality image. This
command generates an averaged image
on the video screen.
COPY VD:OCR1.PIC DAT: Copy the image on the video screen
named OCRI.PIC into DAT: disk
These commands can be refered in VDHELP.TXT in system disk of RT-11.
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7. Software Description for RT-11 System
The programs for finding the image rotation are shown in Appendix
1. The used language for RT-11 System is RATFOR which can be preprocessed
to standard Digital Equipment Corporation FORTRAN. A large program was
divided into four parts; YOS11.RAT, YOS22.RAT, YOS3.RAT and YOS4.RAT. They
were compiled with "/NOLINENUMBER" because of the small size of the central
processor buffer memory.
YOS11.RAT is the main program for finding the image rotation
angle. Input data files for this program are OCR1.PIC and OCR2.PIC. Output
file is OCRBOX.DAT which includes the rotation angle of the pictures.
YOS22.RAT, YOS3.RAT and YOS4.RAT are the programs of subroutines which must
be linked to the mainprogram.
7.1 YOS11.RAT
YOS11.RAT is the main program for finding the image rotation
angle. The data flow chart is shown in Figure 7.1. Picture data are shown
in Figure 7.2. Input data files for this program are OCR1.PIC ( a reference
picture ) and OCR2.PIC ( a data picture ) stored in logical unit DAT:.
These files are 256*256 bite dimension raw pictures. The data files
manipulated in this program are filed in the disc memory of the computer
evey time when they are created or manipulated by subroutines because of
the rather small size of the buffer memory with the recordsize 128 ( 512
bytes ). This makes the calculation time so long as 75 minutes.
A picture descriptor block is added to the top of the files by
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the subroutine "pdb". The picture descriptor block is 512 bytes and has the
information of the picture file such as the dimension of the picture, the
maximum value of the picture elements and the x-y coordinates of the
subpicture. The new files to which the picture descriptor block is added
are OCR1.PDB and OCR2.PDB.
Subroutine "box" is called to define the x-y coordinates of the
subpictures A1.PIC and B1.PIC. The operater can see the subpictures on the
video screen. The x-y coordinate data is stored in the data file A.DAT for
the subpicture A1.PIC and in the data file B.DAT for the subpicture B1.PIC
by the subroutines "bopenf" to open the files and "rput" to store the data.
Mask file defines the region of interest and stored in file
ONE.Z. This file is created by the subroutine "maksr". The dimension of the
mask ( 64*64 ) must be the same as the subpictures. The intensity of the
elements inside the mask is 1 and the intesity outside the mask is 0.
Masking routine is that if the element of the mask is 0, the corresponding
element of the output subpicture element is also 0. The location of the
mask is the center of the subpicture ( 32,32 ). The size of the mask is (
20*20 ). Therefore, the operater must choose the subpictures so that the
subpictures may include a clear landmark of the iris.
OCR1.PDB and OCR2.PDB are transformed into complex value format
by adding zero element of the imaginary part of the data by the subroutine
"czcvt" so that Fourier transform and filtering can be done. From this part
of the program, the picture data is manipulated in complex format.
Four subpictures are taken using x-y coordinates data, A.DAT and
B.DAT. The names of the subpictures are A1.Z and B1.Z for the reference
picture, and A2.Z and B2.Z for the data picture. Each element of these
subpictures is a complex number and the dimension is ( 64*64 ).
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Subroutine "masr8" is called to create the Mexican hat filter.
This subroutine only creates 1/4 of the whole filter on the subpictures.
The filter must be shifted at the center of the subpicture and rotated,
because the filter is created only in the area where x-y coordinates are
positive. Subroutine "rot11" rotates the filter and create the whole filter
in the space domain.
Mexican hat filter is Fourier transformed by the subroutine
"xform option 'FFT'". The file name is MHF.Z. The subpictures A1.Z, B1.Z,
A2.Z and B2.Z are also Fourier transformed by the same subroutine and
filtered with MHF.Z. Filtering operation is done by multiplying each
element of the Fourier transform of subpictures by the element of the
filter.
Subroutine "xform optiton 'Inverse FFT'" is called to inverse
Fourier transform the subpictures A1.Z, B1.Z, A2.Z and B2.Z and edge masked
by the edge mask MSK.Z. This mask file is created by the subroutine
"maksr", and all three elements of the subpictures are masked. The masking
operation is the same as the filtering operation, that is the muliplication
of the each element of the mask and the subpictures. This is the end of the
Mexican hat filtering operation.
Following is the crosscorrelation routine. The algorithm of this
routine is explained in the section 4.
A2.Z and B2.Z are normalized and masked by the subroutine "normf"
and squared by the subroutines "copy" and "twofil (option multiplication)".
The masking file name is ONE.Z. The squared data subpictures are AA2.Z and
BB2.Z. All these files, A2.Z, B2.Z, AA2.Z and BB2.Z, are Fourier
transformed by the subroutine "xform (option FFT)".
The data subpictures, A2.Z and B2.Z, are multiplied by the
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complex conjugates of A1.Z1 and B1.Z1. AA2.Z and BB2.Z are also multiplied
by the complex conjugates of ONE.Z1 and ONE.Z2. Rsulting data files are
ONE.Z1 and ONE.Z2. A1.Z1, B1.Z1, ONE.Z1 and ONE.Z2 are inverse Fourier
transformed. The square root files of ONE.Z1 and ONE.Z2 are taken by the
subroutine "onefl9". A1.Z1 and B1.Z1 are divided by ONE.Z1 and ONE.Z2
respectively. Rsulting files, A1.Z1 and B1.Z1, are the crosscorrelation
functions. The square root of these files, ONE.Z1 and ONE.Z2, are the
normalization factors. Detail explanation of the normalization factor is
given in section 7.2.
Two final crosscorrelation functions, A1.Z1 and B1.Z1, are used
to find the peak of the correlation and the translation of the region of
interest by the subroutine "peak4". The actual rotation angle is calculated
by the subroutine "calc20" and the data are stored in the file OCRBOX.DAT.
7.2 YOS22.RAT
YOS22.RAT is composed of main subroutines which are called by the
main program YOS11.RAT. Basically, these main subroutines open files and
the calculation data are stored in the files because of the small size of
the buffer. 128 of recordsize ( 512 bytes ) is used for I/0. This causes
the calculation time to be slow.
subroutine pdb(cstrl,cstr2)
The subroutine pdb puts the picture descriptor block ( 512 bytes
) at the top of the picture data file. " cstrl " is an input data file name
and " cstr2 " is an output data file name. Horizontal dimension is stored
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in the fifteenth block and vertical dimension is stored in the sixteenth
block.
subroutine maksr(cstr,iszx,iszyrmag,xO,yO,xc,yc)
This subroutine makes a mask file. The mask file is like a
window. Each element inside the window has the value of " rmag " ( usually




The center of the window is ( xc,yc ). The size of the window is
(2*xO)*(2*yO). ( iszx,iszy ) must be the same as the dimension of the
subpicture which is to be masked ( 64*64 ). The window defines the region
of interest in the subpictures. "cstr" is the mask file name such as MSK.Z
or ONE.Z. Subroutine "ouplnz" is called to file the mask data into the disc
memory line by line of the mask file elements.
subroutine subpic(cstrl,cstr2,cstr3,iszx2,iszy2)
This subroutine makes a subpicture file whose dimension is (
iszx2*iszy2 ). In this thesis, the dimension is ( 64*64 ). The x-y
coordinates data of the subpicture are stored in the file " cstr3 ". "
cstr2 " is the subpicture file name taken from the original picture " cstrl
". This program also puts the maximum value of the picture elements and the
x-y coordinates of the subpicture as x-offset and y-offset in the picture
descriptor block. The value of x-y offset is used by the subroutine "
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calc20 " for calculating the rotation angle.
subroutine maksr8(cstr,iszx,iszyrmag,xO,yO,sigma)
This subroutine makes the Mexican hat filter centered at the
upper left corner ( 0.0 ). Therefore, this filter must be shifted at the
center of the subpicture and rotated. The value of the filter in the space
domain is given by
zline(ix)=sigma_4_2_pi inverse*(2.-varinverse*rsq)*







Subroutine "ouplnz" is called to file the Mexican hat filter into the disc
memory line by line of the filter elements.
subroutine rot11(cstr1,cstr2,ix,iy)
This subroutine shifts the Mexican hat filter, " cstrl ", created
by the subroutine maksr8 to ( ix,iy ) and rotates it around the center of
the subpicture, since the filter file which is created by the subroutine
"maksr" is only 1/4 of the whole filter at the upper left corner of the
subpicture. The statement for the rotation is
zline2(mod(i-1+ix,iszxl)+1)=zline(i)
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The data of "zline2" is written by the subroutine "ouplnz" line by line.
The new file " cstr2 " is the Mexican hat centered at ( ix,iy ).
subroutine xform(iop,cstr)
This subroutine does the two dimensional discrete Fourier
transform. " iop=10 " is Fourier transform. " iop=11 " is inverse Fourier
transform. Transformation is done row by row of the image data matrix by
the subroutine "fft", and the matrix is transposed by the subroutine
"transp". Fourier transform is done row by row again for two dimension.
Another matrix transpose may be taken. But, in this subroutine, it is
eliminated for saving time.
subroutine twofil(cstr1,cstr2,iop,rmin)
This subroutine operates multiplication of the two files, " cstrl
" and " cstr2 " such as
zrec2(i)=zrecl(i)*zrec2(i)
and multiplication of " cstrl " by the conjugate of the file " cstr2 " such
as
zrec2(i)=zrecl(i)*conjg(zrec2(i))
and division of the file " cstrl " by " cstr2 ". The operation is done
picture element by element. In order to avoid zero-divide, the minimum
value of the second file elements is defined by " rmin ", that is
if(abs(real(zrec1(i))).ge.rmin)






zrecl(i) is an element of the file "cstrl"
zrec2(i) is an element of the file "cstr2".
subroutine normf(cstrl,cstr2)
This subroutine is used for creating a picture file of the region
of interest from the mask file " cstrl " and the subpicture file " cstr2 ".
At the first part of this program, mean value of the subpicture elements "
zmean " and the normalization factor " rootsq inverse " are calculated.
1.
rootsq_inverse=
Vsumsq-abs (z sum) /npel
[ rootsqinverse=1./sqrt(sumsq-cabs(zsum)/npel) I
where
sumsq is the sum of the absolute value of all picture elements.
zsum is the sum of the all picture elements.
" npel " is the number of the picture elements ( 64*64=4096 ).
If the picture element of the mask file is zero, the element of the output
file is also zero, which means the masking. If the picture element of the




This subroutine takes the square root of the real part of the
picture element by the statement
zrecl (i)= Vmzax (O. , real (zrecl (i)) + i*0. (i=root (-1))
[ zrec1(i)=cmplx(sqrt(amax1(O.,real(zrec1(i)))),o.) ]
where zrecl(i) is an element of the subpicture data file.
If the real part is negative, the result is set to zero in the output file.
subroutine peak4(cstrl,cstr2,n)
This subroutine calculates the x-y coordinates of the correlation
peak, ( rx,ry ) from the crosscorrelation function " cstrl ". The peak
position is interpolated between the peak element and the next element by
the high resolution cubic spline. This function was used successfully by
Anthony Parker (1983), so the same function is used in this subroutine.






f(i,j) is the element of the crosscorrelation function.
and






f(i,j) is the element of the crosscorrelation function.
The subpicture location in the reference picture is stored in the picture
descriptor block and is read in this program ( xoffsetyoffset ). The
correlation peak location is the sum of these values.
peak location=( xoffset+rx+tOx , yoffset+ry+tOy )
subroutine calc20(cstr,nl,n2,n3)
This subroutine calculates the rotation angle from the two
correlation peak positions ( x2a,y2a ) and ( x2b,y2b ), and two subpicture
locations ( x1a,y1a ) and ( x1b,y1b ).
rotation angle=arctan( y1a-y1b, xla-xlb ) - arctan( y2a-y2b, x2a-x2b )
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Mask dimension is 20*20.
The elements inside the mask
are 1s (white), and











Subpicture of data picture,
OCR2.PIC
Dimension is 64*64.
Fig. 7.2 Picture Data
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B2.TH1




Mexican hat filter in
space domain. This is already
shifted to the center of the
subpicture, and rotated around




transform of Mexican hat
filter.
MSK.TH
Mask file for Edge Masking.
Dimension is 64*64.
Mask dimension is 58*58.
The elements inside the mask
are ls(white), and outside
the mask are Os(black).









Mexican hat filtered subpicture
of the data picture.
Fig. 7.2 Picture Data
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Al .TH2
Mexican hat filtered subpicture
of the reference picture.
B1 .TH2
Mexican hat filtered subpicture
of the reference picture.
A2.TH2
Mexican hat filtered subpicture
of the data picture.
Al .TH3
Region of interest.
This is the multiplication of
the two files, the reference
subpicture A (already filtered)
and the mask file.




This is the multiplication of
the two files, the reference
subpicture B (already filtered)
and the mask file.








This is used to get the
crosscorrelation function.
Fig. 7.2 Picture Data
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ONA.TH1
This is the multiplication
of the conjugate of mask
file and AA2.TH1, and used
to get the normalization
factor.
ONB.TH1
This is the multiplication
of the conjugate of mask
file and BB2.THI, and used
to get the normalization
factor.
ONA.TH2
Square root of ONA.TH1
This is the normalization
factor.
ONB.TH2
Square root of ONB.TH1
This is the normalization
factor.
Fig. 7.2 Picture Data
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8. Software Description for VAX System
The programs for finding the image rotation are shown in Appendix
2. The used language is RATFOR and the programs are compiled by RT-11
RATFOR compiler to FORTRAN, since Tufts VAX System doesn't have a RATFOR
compiler.
The program is composed of four parts: YTFS1.FOR, YTFS2.FOR,
YTFS3.FOR and YTFS4.FOR. The algorithm of the calculation is the same as
the software for RT-11 System. But the image data manipulation is done in
the buffer memory defining image data matrices, which enabled the program
to be simple and calculation time to be short. This is the advantage of
using the VAX System.
YTFS1.FOR defines subpicture location. YTFS2.FOR creates several
picture files from the reference picture OCR1.PIC, which are necessary to
use the main program. YTFS3.FOR is the main program for analyzing the image
rotation. YTFS4.FOR is the program of subroutines which must be linked to
the other programs.
8.1 YTFS1.FOR
This program defines subpicture location. At first, the operator
must get a reference picture on the video screen and run this program.
Subroutine "box" is called to define the x-y coodinates of the two
subpictres, A.PIC and B.PIC. Subpicture dimension ( 64*64 ) is also defined
in this program. The x-y coordinates data are stored in the files A.DAT for
the subpicture A1.PIC and B.DAT for the subpicture B1.PIC. This program
must be run in RT-11 System at the Man-Vehicle Laboratory and the data
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files must be transfered to the VAX System at Tufts University Image
Analysis Laboratory.
8.2 YTFS2.FOR
This program creates several picture files from the reference
picture OCR1.PIC, which are necessary to analyze the data picture OCR2.PIC
using the program YTFS3.FOR. Inputs are the files of reference picture and
x-y coordinates of subpictures, A.DAT and B.DAT. Output files are complex
value transformed subpictures, A1.Z and B1.Z, a mask file, ONE.Z, which
defines the region of interest in the subpictures, Fourier transform of
Mexican hat filter, MHF.Z, and MSK.Z which is an edge masking file. These
two dimensional data array matrices, ONEZ,A1Z,B1Z,MHZ,MHFZ,MSKZ, can be
defined in the large buffer memory of the VAX System. This enables the very
short analyzing time which was impossible for the RT-11 system of the
Man-Vehicle Laboratory.
Subroutine "ymaksr" is called to create the mask file, ONE.Z.
Dimension of this mask ( 64*64 ) must be the same as the subpictrues and
defined by this calling routine. Magnitude of the mask, which is the
magnitude of each picture element of this data file, is 1 so that there is
not any change of the intensity of the data pictures. Dimension of the mask
is also defined here and it is 20*20. The location of the mask is ( 32,32 )
which is the center of the subpicture. Therefore, the dimension of the
region of interest is 20*20 and the location is the center of the
subpictures. The operater should choose the subpicture location so that the
region of interest includes a clear landmark of the iris.
Subroutine "ysbpic" is called to create the subpictures, A.PIC
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and B.PIC. This subroutine opens the data files of the x-y coordinates of
the subpictures, A.DAT and B.DAT, and the reference picture, OCR1.PIC.
A.PIC is created from OCR1.PIC using the coordinates A.DAT, and B.PIC is
created from OCR1.PIC using the coordinates B.DAT. Subpicture data array
matrices, A1Z and B1Z, are defined in the buffer memory of the computer.
Subroutine "ymksr8" is called to create the Mexican hat filter,
MHZ. The dimension of the filter ( 64*64 ) must be the same as the
subpictures. As the filter is created at the upper left corner, it must be
shifted to the center of the subpicture. The shifting amount is ( 32,32 ).
Subroutine "yrot11" is called to rotate the filter around the
center of the file ( 32,32 ), since the filter created by the subroutine
"ymksr8" is 1/4 of the whole filter on the subpictures. The new data array
matrix name is MHFZ.
Subroutine "yxform" is called to Fourier tramsfrom the Mexican
hat filter MHFZ.
Subroutine "ykeep" is called to store the data array MHFZ in the
data file MHF.Z. This is necessary because MHF.Z is used by YTFS3.FOR.
Subroutine "ymaksr" is called to create the edge mask array
matrix MSKZ. The dimension of the edge mask is the same as the Mexican hat
fiter. Intensity of the elements is 1 as well as the mask file MHK.Z. The
location of the mask is the center of the filter ( 32,32 ) and all three
elements of the edge are masked.
Subroutine "ykeep" is called to store the data array matrix MSKZ
in the data file MSK.Z. This is necessary because MSK.Z is used by
YTFS3.FOR.
Subroutine "yxform" is called to Fourier transform the subpicture
data array matrices, A1Z and B1Z, which are already defined in the buffer
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memory of the computer.
Subroutine "y2fil" is called to filter the subpicture data array
matrices, A1Z and B1Z, with the Mexican hat filter data array matrix, MHFZ.
The filtering routine is done by multiplying each picture element by the
data element of the filter.
The data array matrices, A1Z and B1Z, are inverse Fourier
tranformed for the edge masking by the subroutine "yxform ( option FFT[-1]
)" and multiplied by the edge masking array matrix, MSKZ, by the subroutine
"y2fil ( option multiplication )".
Subroutine "ynormf" is called to create the region of interest
data array matrices, A1Z and B1Z, using the mask file array matrix, ONEZ.
This routine is done by multiplying each subpicture element by the mask
leement. Inside the region of interest, the intensity of each element of
the mask is 1, and the intensity outside the region of interest is 0. The
masking routine is that if the mask element is 0, the output matrix element
is also 0. Each output element is normalized by the normalization factor.
Detail explanation is given in section 8.4.
Region of interest data array matrices, A1Z and B1Z, and mask
array matrix, ONEZ, are stored in the data files, A1.Z, B1.Z and ONE.Z, so
that they can be used by other main programs such as YTFS3.FOR.
8.3 YTFS3.FOR
This is the main program for analyzing the image rotation using
several data files created by YTFS2.FOR.
Input data files are OCR2.PIC which is 256*256 byte dimension raw
image data file, A1.Z and B1.Z, which are the subpictures of the reference
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picture, A.DAT, B.DAT, MHF.Z and MSK.Z. The rotation angle data are stored
in the output file OCRBOX.DAT.
The two dimensional data array matrices, A2ZB2ZMHFZ,MSKZ,AA2Z,
BB2Z,ONEZ1,ONEZ2,A1Z1,B1Z1, can be defined in the large buffer memory of
the VAX system. This enables the simple composition of the programs and the
very short analyzing time for analysis because I/O operation between the
buffer and the disc memory is not necessary, which was not possible for the
RT-11 system of the Man-Vehicle Laboratory. The calculation takes 75
minutes for RT-11 System and only 30 seconds for VAX System to analyze an
image.
Subroutine "ysbpic" is called to create the subpicture array
matrices, A2Z and B2Z, form the data picture file, OCR2.PIC, which is
opened by this subroutine. X-Y coordinate data files, A.DAT and B.DAT, are
also opened by this subroutine and used for creating the subpicture data
matrices.
Subpicture array matrices, A2Z and B2Z, are Fourier transfromed
by the subroutine "yxform ( option FFT )" for filtering.
Subroutine "filbuf" gets the Mexican hat filter data file and
defines it as a two dimensional data array matrix, named MHFZ, in the
buffer memory.
The subpicture data array matrices, AZ2 and B2Z, are multiplied,
element by element, by the filter array matrirx, MHFZ, which is defined in
the buffer memory by the subroutine "filbuf" from the filter data file,
MHF.Z. This is the Mexican hat filtering operation.
After the filtering, subpicture matrices, A2Z and B2Z, are
inverse Fourier transfromed by the subroutine "yxform ( option FFT[-1] )"
and edge masked. The edge masking operation is also the multiplication of
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the subpicture data array matrix and the edge masking data array matrix,
MSKZ, element by element. This is the end of the Mexican hat operation.
The following is the crosscorrelation operation. The algorithm of
the crosscorrelation is explained in the section 4.
Subroutine "copy" is called to create the same subpicture data
array matrices in the buffer memory in order to get the energy of the
pictures. A2Z and B2Z are copyed in the array matrices, AA2Z and BB2Z,
respectively. A2Z and AA2Z, and ,B2Z and BB2Z, are multiplied respectively
to get the square value of the subpictures and Fourier transformed before
the crosscorrelation.
Subroutine "filbuf" is called to get the subpicture data files of
the reference picture, A1.Z and B1.Z, and defines the array matrices, A1Z1
and B1Z1, in the buffer. Complex conjugate matrices of the A1Z1 and B1Z1
are multiplied by the data subpicture matrices, A2Z and B2Z.
On the other hand, spuare value matrices of the data subpictures,
AA2Z and BB2Z, are multiplied by the conjugate matrices of the mask file,
ONEZ1 and ONEZ2, which are the same at this time. Resulting array matrices
are ONEZ1 and ONEZ2. These array matrices, A1Z1,B1Z1,ONEZ1,ONEZ2, are
inverse Fourier transformed. Square root matrices of ONEZ1 and ONEZ2 are
taken, and A1Z1/ONEZ1 and B1Z1/ONEZ2 are the crosscorrelation functions.
These operations such as the multiplication and the division are the
calculation of element by element of the array matrices. This is the end of
the crosscorrelation operation. Resulting crosscorrelation functions are
A1Z1 for the subpicture A2.PIC and B1Z1 for the subpicture B2.PIC.
Subroutine "ypeak4" is called to identify the crosscorrelation
peak of the function. The peak coordinates of A1Z1 and B1Z1 are ( x2a,y2a )
and ( x2b,y2b ) respectively on the matrix of the subpicture ( 64*64 ).
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Therefore the coordinates of the subpictures are also necessary to get the
peak location on the original 256*256 dimension coordinates.
Subroutine "datatr" transfers the data from the data files, A.DAT
and B.DAT into the buffer, and gets the x-y coordinates data of the
subpictures on the original picture matrix ( 256*256 ) into the buffer.
Subroutine "yclc20" calculates the actual rotation angle using
the x-y coordinates of the subpictures on the original 256*256 matrix (
(x1a,y1a) and (x2b,y2b) ) and the crosscorrelation peak locations on the
subpicture 64*64 matrices ( (x2a,y2a) and (x2b,y2b) ). Calculation
algorithm is
angle=arctan( yla-ylb,xla-xlb ) - arctan( y2a-y2b, x2a-x2b )
The rotation angle data is stored in the file OCRBOX.DAT.
8.4 YTFS4.FOR
This is the program of subroutines which are used by the main
programs YTFS1.FOR, YTFS2.FOR and YTFS3.FOR. All of the data arrays
manipulated in the subroutines are defined as two dimensional matrices of
complex value. The data manipulation is done in the buffer memory of the
computer and I/O operations are avoided as many as possible. Large buffer
memory of the VAX system enabled these and very fast analyzing time and
simple programs.
subroutine ymaksr(zsubiszxiszyrmagixO,iyO,ixc,iyc)
The subroutine "ymaksr" creates a rectangle mask in the buffer
memory for making the region of interest or the edge masking file. "zsub"
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is the name of the created mask such as ONEZ or MSKZ. "iszx" and "iszy" are
the dimension of the mask data array matrix ( 64*64 ) which is the same as
the subpictures. "rmag" is the magnitude of the mask inside the region of
interest or the edge mask, and usually this is 1 so that there is not
change of the intensity of the data files. "ixO" and "iyO" are the half
size of the region of interest or the edge mask. "ixc" and "iyc" are the
x-y coordinates of the center of the mask on the subpicture matrix.
Mask creating operation is
zsub(i,j)=1. inside the mask
zsub(i,j)=O. outside the mask
where zsub(ij) is an element of the mask array matrix.
subroutine ysbpic(zsubcstrl,cstr2)
This subroutine creates a subpicture array matrix in the buffer
memory. "zsub" is the name of the subpicture array matrix such as A1Z or
B1Z. "cstrl" is the name of the picture data file whose dimension is
256*256 byte dimension ( not the complex value ) such as OCR1.PIC or
OCR2.PIC. "cstr2" is the file name of the x-y coordinates of the subpicture
such as A.DAT or B.DAT.
Subroutine "bopenf" is called to open the file of the x-y
coordinates of the subpicture center. The x-y coordinates data ( xO,yO ) is
stored in the buffer memory by the subroutine "rget". Since these value are
the center position of the subpicture on the matrix, the x-y coordinates of
the upper left corner are necessary to create the subpicture, such as
ixO=xO-32.
iyO=yO-32.
The picture data file "cstrl" is opened in the buffer and data is
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read. But the recordsize of the picture file is 128, therefore only 512
bytes data is read. In this program, the matrix data array cpic(ii,jj)
whose dimension is 256*256 byte is defined, so that the program is very
much understandable. Each element of the matrix cpic(ii,jj) is a byte.
The matrix csub(k,l) is defined as the subpicture data array
matrix whose dimension is 64*64 and each element of the matrix is still a
byte.
The last routine of this subroutine is the byte-complex convert.
Byte is converted into the integer value by the following statements.
equivalence (c,ic) ! c and ic are equivalent
data ic// ! clear high byte
c=csub(i,j)
isub(i,j)=ic
The integer value matrix is converted into a complex value matrix by adding
a complex zero element to each real part of the data such as
zsub(i,j)=cmplx(float(isub(i,j)),O.)
where zsub(i,j) is the 64*64 complex dimension subpicture data array
matrix.
subroutine ymksr8(zsub,iszx,iszy,rmag,xO,yO,sigma)
This subroutine is to create the Mexican hat filter matrix in the
buffer. "zsub" is the name of the filter, iszx and iszy are the dimension
of the filter which must be the same as the subpictures such as 64*64,rmag
is a dummy variable,xO and yO are the center location of the filter and
sigma is the standard deviation. The created filter is centered at the
upper left corner (0,0). Therefore, this filter must be shifted at the
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center of the subpicture and rotated. The value of the filter in the space
domain is given by
zsub(i,j )=sigma_4_2_pi inverse*(2. -varinverse*rsq)*
exp(-twovar inverse*rsq) + i*O. (i=root(-1))
[ zsub(i,j)=cmplx(sigma_4_2yiinverse* \






This subroutine is to rotate the Mexican hat filter around the
center of the matrix by the following statement.
zsub2(i,(mod(j-1+ix,64)+1))=zsubl(i,j)
where
zsubl(i,j) is the original Mexican hat filter
zsub2(i,j) is the rotated Mexican hat filter
Fourier transform is still necessary for the filtering.
subroutine yxform(iop,zsub)
This program is to two dimensional Fourier transfrom if the
option number iop is 10, and is to two dimensional inverse Fourier
transfrom if the option number is not 10. "zsub" is the data array matrix
name which is to transformed.
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zline(j) is defined by each row of the matrix zsub(i,j) and the
subroutine "fft" operates the Fourier transform row by row. Subroutine
"lytrnsp" is called to get the matrix transpose by the routine such as
zsub(i,j)=zsub(j, i)
and subroutine "fft" is called again and operated row by row for the two
dimensional FFT. The matrix transpose may be taken again, but in this
program, it is ignored for saving the calculation time.
subroutine y2fil(zsubl,zsub2,iop,rmin)
This subroutine is to operate multiplication, conjugate
multiplication and division element by element of the picture array matrix
whose dimension is 64*64.
The option number, iop, 20 is for the multiplication by the
following statement.
zsub2(i,j)=zsubl (i,j)*zsub2(i,j)
The option number 21 is for the conjugate multiplication by the
following statement.
zsub2(i,j)=zsubl(i,j)*conjg(zsub2(i,j))
The option number 23 is for the division by the following
statement.
zsub2(i,j)=cmplx(real(zsub2(i,j))/real(zsubl(i,j)),0.)
If the real part of zsubl(i,j) is smaller than rminl, zsub2(i,j)=(0.,0) to
avoid the overflow.
where rminl=rmin*"maximum absolute value of the real part of zsub2(i,j)"
subroutine ynormf(zsubl ,zsub2)
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This subroutine is to create the array matrix of the region of
interest from the mask data matrix zsubl and the subpicture data matrix
zsub2. At the first part of this subroutine, mean value of the subpicture




rn sumsq-abs (z sum) /npel
[ rootsqjinverse=1./sqrt(sumsq-cabs(zsum)/npel) ]
where
tsumsq" is the sum of the absolute value of all picture elements of
zsub2(i,j).
"zsum" is the sum of the all picture elements of zsub2(i,j).
"npel" is the number of the picture elements ( 64*64=4096 ).
If the picture element of the mask matrix is zero, the element of the
output matrix is also zero, which means the masking. If the picture element
of the mask array is not zero, the each element of the subpicture matrix is
normalized by "rootsq inverse" such as
zsub2(i,j)=(zsub2(i,j)-zmean)*rootsq inverse
subroutine yl fil( zsub)
This subroutine is to get the square root of each element of the




This subroutine calculates the x-y coordinates of the correlation
peak (x,y), from the crosscorrelation function zsub(i,j). The peak position

















zsub(i,j) is the element of the crosscorrelation function.
(tOx,tOy) is the interpolation. (x,y) is the peak location of the
croSscorrelation function. Therefore, calculated peak location is (x+tOx,
y+tOy) on the subpicture coordinates. This is the high resolution cubic
spline used by Anthony Parker (1983) successfully and the same function is
used in this subroutine.
subroutine yclc20(x2a,y2a,xla,yla,x2b,y2b,xlb,ylb,cstr,m)
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This subroutine is to calculate the image rotation angle from the
two correlation peak positions (x2ay2a) for the crosscorrelation function
A1Z1 and (x2b,y2b) for the crosscorrelation function B1Z1, and two
subpicture locations (x1a,y1a) for the subpicture A.PIC and (xlb,ylb) for
the subpicture B.PIC. Calculation of the angle is a simple algorithm.
y2al=y2a+yla
x2al=x2a+y2a




where (x2bl,y2bl) is the x-y coordinates of the peak for the subpicture
B.PIC.
The inclination of the line between the centers of the subpictures A1.PIC
and B1.PIC is given by
theta1=atan2(y1a-y1b,x1a-x1b)
The inclination of the line between the two peak locations of the
crosscorrelations is given by
the ta2=a tan2(y2al -y2bl , x2al-x2 bl)
The rotation angle is given by
the ta= the tal -the ta2
This data is stored in the data file "cstr".
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9. Data Transmission
Picture data files must be transmitted from MIT to Image Analysis
Laboratory at Tufts University for using the VAX System. Therefore, data
format must be changed so that the data file can be transmitted. The
program which transforms the picture data files created at MIT Man-Vehicle
Laboratory into the transmittable format is shown in Appendix 3, and the
program which transforms the new data format into the original data format
is shown in Appendix 4.
9.1 MITFS.RAT
This program changes the data format which is transmittable from
MIT Man-Vehicle Laboratory to the VAX System at Tufts University Image
Analysis Laboratory.
Raw image data which is created at RT-11 System is an array of
picture elements which can define a 256*256 dimension matrix. Each picture
element is a byte which has eight bits. Therefore, the magnitude of each
eight bit number indicates the intensity of the picture element and the
range of magnitude is -127 to 127 ( decimal ). The data format as a binary
number is eight bits such as
where
* is 1 or 0.
On the other hand, the transmittable format is such that the
first bit is 0, the second bit is 1, the third and the fourth bits are O's,
and the other four bits indicate the data, such as
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0100****
Therefore, each picture element is divided into two parts. Higher four bits
are shifted to the right by four bits and added to 01000000. Lower four
bits are also added to 01000000. For instance, if the data of a picture
element is 01101011, the resulting transformation is
01000110 for higher four bits
and
01001011 for lower four bits.
Magnitude range of the new data is 01000000 to 01001111 ( binary
number ), or 100 to 117 ( octal number ), or 64 to 79 ( decimal number ).
All picture elements are transformed like this and a "line feed"
( 10 as a decimal number ) and a "carriage return" ( 13 as a decimal number
) are added every 64 bytes for the transmission.
9.2 TFSPIC.FOR
This program transforms the new data format into the original
format. The transformation is the reverse operation of MITFS.RAT. 64 (
01000000 as a binary number ) is subtracted from every data element,
shifted to the left by four bits for higher four digits 'and added to the
next data which indicates the lower four bits of the picture element.
ASCII character chart is shown in Appendix 5.
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10. Additional Experiments
10.1 Accuracy of the Algorithm
In order to examine the errors produced by the subpicture method
without interference from other causes of error, digitally rotated images
were artificially produced. These artifically produced images are quite
useful for determining accuracy of the method since the true rotation are
exactly known. When measuring rotsion on an experimental series of images,
the precision of the measurement can be determined easily.
A well framed 256*256 image of a single eye of a blue-eyed
subject was rotated digitally using the high resolution cubic spline
interpolation algorithm. Images were produced at 1,2,3,4,5 and 6 degree
rotations.
For each data picture, 9 pairs of subpictures, A2.PIC and B2.PIC
were extracted around the subpictures shown in Figure 7.2 OCR1.PIC. Figure
10.1.1 shows the accuracy as the standard deviation with respect to the
image rotation angle. This result shows that the subpicture method has a
good accuracy compared to the required error limitation 0.1 degree between
0 and 4 degrees. The standard deviation is much larger in case of the 5
degree rotated image. This is because the subpicture method basically uses
the subpicture image translation in x-y direction to calculate the rotation
angle. It seems the calculation is limited to five degrees for this method,
but this is enough for the eye rotation because the eye does not rotate
more than about 5 degrees. Calculation was not possible for the six degree
rotated image because of the same reason.
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10.2 Comparison to the Result of Anthony Parker[1]
The algorithm of the subpicture method is a modification of the
landmark tracking method which was developed by Anthony Parker [1]. The
basic difference is that, in the landmark tracking method, the dimension
of the region of interest is 64*64 and that this subpicture is
crosscorrelated with the whole data picture (256*256 dimension), while in
the subpicture method, the dimension of the region of interest is 20*20,
and the region of interest is crosscorrelated with the subpicture (64*64).
This made the calculation time much faster (75 minutes for the subpicture
method, about 3 hours for the landmark tracking method).
The accuracy as the standard deviation shown in his thesis( [1]
p.9 8 ) can not be considered to be the real standard deviation for
analyzing the actual data pictures, because the subpictures ( of different
size ) were taken from the same part of the reference picture using the
same x-y coordinates and crosscorrelated with the same area of the data
picture, and so this data doesn't include the error for extracting the
subpictures from the different part of the reference picture. And, in order
to calculate the rotation angle, two crosscorrelation peak points are
necessary. His data is the standard deviation of the translation of the
crosscorrelation peak point of one subpicture in x-y direction using
different size of subpictures ( The unit is Picture Element ). When two
correlation peaks are used to calculate the rotation angle, the variance
will be doubled. It is because of these reasons that the error shown in
Figure 10.1.1 is larger than his result.
10.3 Analysis of Unclear Pictures
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Figure 10.2.1 is the unclear eye image which has strong
reflection on the contact lens. In this case, the eye rotated to the
rotation of a dome in front of the eye. The reflection is the pattern
inside the dome.
In this experiment, subpictures of the pattern on the contact
lens were used. If there were no pattern on the lense, it might happen that
the crosscorrelation would extract the movement of the reflection. So, it
may be better to select the same bright colors of the pattern inside the
dome, such as red and green, so that there is no difference in the
brightness of the pattern when video-recorded in black and white.
Since the video camera was not on the line of sight, the
subpicture method cannot measure the accurate rotation angle because the
rotation angle is calculated by
rotation angle = tan(-1)[ (y-coordinate of the subpicture)/
(x-coordinate of the subpicture) ]
and x-coordinate of the subpicture is less than the real length since the
eye is not watched perpendicularly.
But the crosscorrelation extracted the eye rotation using a
pattern of the contact lensein spite of the reflection. Figure 10.2.2
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Fig. 10.2.2 Unclear Image otation Measurnt
















In this thesis, the measurement of image rotation was examined
using digital image processing techniques. Ocular counterrolling image data
was used since it is one of the few relatively direct indications of
otolith functions. The digital image processing method can measure the
rotation angle without using any device attached to the eye ball such as a
contact lens, and is very reliable.
The purpose of this thesis was to develop a practical software
for measureing ocular rolling. Two softwares were developed, the program
for RT-11 System at the Man-Vehicle Laboratory and the program for VAX
System at Tufts University Image Analysis Laboratory. RT-11 System takes 75
minutes and Tufts VAX System takes 30 seconds to analyze an image.
Five degrees is the maximum image rotation angle which can be
calculated, because the subpicture method basically uses the translation of
the subpictures and the crosscorrelation between the reference subpicture
and the rotated data subpicture can not correlate if the angle is too
large. The accuracy of the algorithm is less than 0.1 degree as the
standard deviation for the image rotated by less than four degrees.
This algorithm could analyze the unclear image using the pattern




Tutorial for using the programs for RT-11 System
If the edit of the program is necessary, put the program disc into
RK2: , and edit the program. After this, compile the program according to
the following procedure.
R RATFOR
* YOS11.RAT ( This is the name of the program which is edited. )
*^c




Then, put the reference picture OCR1.PIC and the data picture OCR2.PIC in




After this, assign RK1: to DAT: by the following command.
ASSIGN RK1: DAT:
Then, the data files are stored in DAT:
Run the main program by the following command. ( be sure that the program
disc is in RK2: )
RUN RK2:YOS11
You will be asked to define the location of the subpictures. Move the box





* Ocular Counter Rolling Main Program
* 2-Nov-84 Rev. A
Yoshihiro Nagashima
* Direct program file to find the rotation between two pictures
( 1 and 2 ) from two correlations. Picture 1 is masked by
ROI-A and ROI-B, and then correlated with picture 2. From
the posions of the two regions of interest and the translation
* from picture 1 to picture 2. the rotation is calculated.
The basic idea is that we are tracing two points on the eye.
With large rotation, the correlation will be affected by the
rotation of the data in the region of interest. Subpicturas
are extracted from the two pictures centered around the region
* of interest and the subpictures are used during correlation
Inputs: oc*l.pic raw picture 256*256 dimension 128pdb






* 31. z subpicture Al extracted from ocri.z
* al. z
a2. z subpicture A2 extracted from ocr2.z
aa2. z &2. z * a2. z
bl. Z subpicture BI extracted from ocrl. z
bl. l
* b2. z subpicture 92 extracted from acr2. z
bb2.z b2.z * b2.z
* a. dat x-9 center data of subpicture A
b. dat x-V center data of subpicture B
mh.2 Mexican Hat Filter
* mhf. s FFT of Mexican Hat Filter
* msk. z mask of MHF
one. z mask data
one. zl mask data
one. z2 mask data
ocrbox. dat the last three data are theta C radian ),
theta ( degree ) and zero
Caution:When you define the location of subpictures. please don't --Ise














ePine BIT MAP2 172640
dtafine CR 13
define LF 10








































































common /vsvc/line.num, bhold, b.no vsv





common /oupc/iunito, irecord o, iptro b zero pad
common /inpc/iuniti. i.recordi,iptrin recordsi
common /szc/inpszioupszciform.coform \












equivalence (line2(MAXLINE). zline l(MAXJL INE)); \
common /arrayc/zlinei
# C------------------------------zline ----------------------------------- >;
S ------ ine ---- ---- line2------>1
* :C-clinel->:
define COM_Z_ARRAYS complex*S zline(MAX_2LJINE);
complex*8 zlinet(MAX*LINE).zline2(MAX_. INE)\
complex*S zbuff(RECORDSIZE_8 VIRTUAL._8UJFFERS); \
67
2000
44 * address of job status word





256 # Max picture dimension (pels/line)
512 * Twice maximum picture dimension
257 * Maximun line plus I
512 * Largely determined by PDB size
128 * Real*4 size
64 * Complex*8 size
1 * Record number of picture descriptor block
15 * Index of integer horizontal dimension
16 * Index of integer vertical dimension
251 # Index of x offset in parent picture
252 * Index of V offset in parent picture
250 * Index of demension of parent picture
7 * Byte index in PDB of format flags
16 # Wrong reading bit in Format byte 1.e. (' x
2 * Record number of start of descriptor
128 * Real index in PDB of max pel
1 * Logical unit for file 1
2 # Logical unit for file 2
3 0 Logical unit for file 3
3. 14159265359979













complex*8 zrecl(RECORDSIZE_9), zr.c2(RECORDSIZES); \
real*4 rlinel(MAX.2.LINE)),rline(MAX_2_LINE); \
CHARACTER clinel(MAXLINE), cline2(MAXLINE); \
CHARACTER crecl(RECORDSIZE) crec2(RECORDSIZE); \
equivalence (zlinezlinelrlinel,zbuff); \
equivalence (zline(MAXLINEPLUS 1 ),zline2,rline2); \
equivalence (zrcicrecl) (zrec2,crec2); \
common /zc/zrecl, zline, zrec2
copplex*9 zline(MAXLINE) zrec(RECORDSIZE.8); \
complex*8 zbuff(RECORD.SIZE_9, VIRTUALBUFFERS) \
real*4 rline(MAX_2.LINE) \
CHARACTER cline(MAXLINE). crec(RECORDSIZE); \
equivalence (zlinerlinecl ine, zbuff). \
equivalence zr ec, crec); \
common /zc/zrec, zline
equivalence (iszxiszxl),(iszy,1usz1) \
common /pprac/szx1, iszy1, iszx2, iszy2o scalex, scaley\
unscalex, unscaloy








call vprint('Please wait a moment')
call pdb('DAT:OCRI.PIC' 'DAT:OCR1.PDB')
call vprint('okashiina')
call pdb('DAT:OCR2. PlC'. 'DAT:OCR2.PDB')
call vprint('Please define subpicture A by the space key')
call box(ixiy,64-64) * define subpicture A location
xnfloat(ix-31)
Ycfloat(iA-31)
call rprint('X of subpicture A is ', x)





call vprint('Please define subpicture B')
call box(ixiy,64,64) # define subpicture B location
xAfloat(ix-31)
yifloat(i1-31)
call rprint('X of subpicture B is ',x)
call rprint('Y of subpicture B is ',y)





call vprint('I am making a mask file')
call maksr('DAT:ONE. Z',64,64, 1. 32., 32., 10. 10.) make mask
mask name is ONE.Z
* mask dimension is 64*64
V magnitude is 1.
* ROX location is (31. 31.














vprint('converting OCRI.PDB into OCR1.Z')
inpset('DAT:OCR1. PDB') * convert




OCRI. PB into OCRI. Z
vprint('converting QCR2.POB into OCR2. Z')
inpset('DAT:OCR2.PDB') * convert OCR2.PDB into OCR2. Z




call vprint('making subpicture A1.Z')
call subpic( 'DAT OCRI ', 'DAT: Al. V, 'DAT A DAT ',64, 64)
* make subpicture Al. Z from OCRI, Z
# location data is A DAT
* subpicture dimension is 64#64
call vprint('making subpicture l. Z')
cal l subpsic ('DAT: OCR1. Z ''AT: 81. Z', 'DAT B. DAT', 64, 64)
make subpicture 1. Z from OCR1 Z
* location data is B DAT
# subpicture dimension is 64*64
call vprint('making subpicture A2. Z')
call subpic('DAT:OCR2.Z', 'DAT: A2.Z', 'DAT:A. DAT'.64,64)
* make subpicture A2. Z from OCR2. Z
* location data is A.DAT
* subpicture dimension is 64*64
call vprint( 'making subpicture 92. Z')
call subpic( 'DAT: OCR2. Z 'DAT: 02. Z 'DAT B. DAT'. 64, 64)
* make subpicture 132.Z from OCR2. Z
# location data is B.DAT
# subpicture dimension is 64*64
# mexican hat
:all vprint('making Mexican hat filter')
call maksrB('DAT: MH. Z',64,64,1.,32. 32. 0.7071068) # make mexican hat filter
* 64*64 dimension
# magnitude is 1.
* center is (32. .32. )
# sigma is 0.7071068
* rotation mask
0 new data file is MHF. Z
69
c-ill rotil('DAT:MH.Z', 'DAT:MHF.Z',-31,-31)
call vprint('FFT of the Mexican hat filt
call xform(10#'DAT:MHF. Z-)
call vprint('making edge mask of filter'










xform( 10, 'DAT: Al. ')
xform( 10P 'DAT: Bl. Z')
xform(10, 'DAT: A2. Z')
xform(10, 'DAT: 32. Z')
vprint('f iltering subpictures-A1. Z 31. Z A2.
vprint('Mexican hat filter')
twofil'DAT:MHF. Z', 'DAT:A1. Z',20.0.0001)
ca ll twof i l ( 'DAT- MHF. ' 'DAT: 81. V' 20, 0. 0001)
c al L twof i l ( 'DAT: MHF. Z. 'DAT: A2. Z ', 20, 0. 0001)





# option 10 is FFT
* output is MHF. Z ( FFT of mexican hat filter
)
5,28.5,28.5) # make edge mask of
# mexican hat Filter
# mask dimension is 64*64
# FFT of Al. Z
# FFT of Bl. Z
# FFT of A2. Z
# FFT of 32. Z
Z B2. Z with')
* option 20 is
* z I s MHF. Z
* z2 is Al. Z
* option 20 is
* z1 is MHF. Z
* z2 is 81. Z
# option 20 is
z1 is MHF.Z
z :2 is A2. Z
* option 20 is
* z1 is MHF Z
* z2 Is B2. Z
vprint('FFTC-IL of filtered subpictres'
%form(11. 'DAT:A Z') # FFTC-13 of A1.Z
xform(11& 'DAT: 0i Z' rFTC-13 of 81.Z
xform(11. 'DAT- A2. ZI) * FFTr-13 of A2. Z
xform(11, 'DAT. 82 Z') # FFTC-13 of 02.Z
call vprint('edge masking of subpictures')
c all twof il( 'DAT MSK. Z 'DAT: A. Z', 20. 0..0001)
call twofil('DAT-MSK. V DAT:Dl. Z',20,0.0001)
c al l twof i I ( 'DAT: MS. Z ''DAT: A2 Z '. 20, 0. 0001)





# option 20 is z2nzl*z2
# z is MSK.Z
# z2 is A1.Z
* option 20 is z2a1.+2
# :1 is MSK. Z
* z2 is 91. Z
# option 20 is z2az1*z2
# z1 is MSK Z
* z2 is A2. Z
# option 20 is z2mz1*z2
S:1 -is MSK. Z
* z2 is 82. Z
# end of mexican hat filter
call vprint('making RO from subpictures At Z & 1.2 ')
call normf( 'DAT ONE. Z', 'DAT: A1. Z ) normalize A1. Z wish ONE. Z




call copV('DAT: A2. Z', 'DAT: AA2. Z', 65)
call copy('DAT:92.Z', 'DAT:BB2.Z',65)
call twof il ( 'DAT: A2. Z', 'DAT. AA2. Z', 20, 0. 0001)
call twofil('DAT:B2.Z', 'DAT:BB2.Z',20,0 0001)
call vprint('FFT for correlating')
call xform(10, 'DAT:,A2.Z')
call xform(10, 'DAT: 92. Z')
call xform(10, 'DAT: AA2. Z')
call xform(10, 'DAT: 992. Z')
# copy recordsize is 65
# copy recordsize is 65
# op20 is z2=z1*z2





call vprint('I am tired')
call xform(10, 'DAT:A1.Z ' * FFT
call xform(10, 'DAT:81. Z') * FFT
call copy('DAT:ONE.Z', 'DAT:ONE.Z1 '65) # copy recordsize is 65
call xform(l0, 'DAT:ONE.Z1') # FFT
copy( 'DAT: A1. Z 'DAT: Al. Z', 65)
copy ('DAT:81. Z', 'DAT: S1. Z1 '. 65)
vprint('Help me Yoshi !')
twofil('DAT: A2. Z', 'DAT: A1. Z1' 21, . 0001) #
twofil ('DAT: B2. Z 'DAT: 91. Z I' 21, 0. 0001) #
copy('DAT:ONE. Zl', 'DAT:ONE.Z2'65) # copy
twof11( 'DAT: AA2. Z ', 'DAT: ONE. ZI',21, 0. 0001)
twofil('DAT:BB2. Z', 'DAT:ONE. Z2',21,0. 0001)
vprint 'FFTC-13')
xform(11, 'DAT: Al. ZI')




onefl9( 'DAT: ONE. Zli')
onefl9('DAT.ONE. Z2')
vprint('almost done')
twofil( 'DAT: ONE. Zi', 'DAT A1. Z1' 230. 0001)





* op 11 is FFTC-11
# op it is FFTC--13
# op 11 is FFTC-13






call peak4('DAT:A. ZI', 'DAT:OCRBOX.DAT',l) # find peak
call ctrom('DAT:ONE.Z', 'DAT:QCRBOX. DAT', 'DAT:A.DAT'.2)
call peak4( 'DAT: l. Zi ', 'DAT: OCRBOX. DAT', 3)
call ctrom('DAT:ONE. Z', 'DAT:OCRBOX. DAT ', 'DAT:8.DAT',4)
call calc2O( 'DAT:OCRBOX. DAT'. 1,3, 5)
# find center of mass
0 Find peak
# find center of mass
# calculation of angle
end





















/ ****************** 4 ****~************** * ***** **** *******~***e**
* PROGRAM YOS22.RAT
Ocular Counter Rolling Main Subroutine Program
15-Aug-84
* Yoshihiro Nagashima
* Direct program file to find the rotation between two pictures
* 1 and 2 ) from two correlations. Picture 1 is masked by
ROI-A and ROI-B, and then correlated with picture 2. From
* the posions of the two regions of interest and the translation
IF from picture I to picture 2o the rotation is calculated.
* The basic idea is that we are tracing two points on the eye
* With large rotation, the correlation will be affected oy the
rotation of the data in the region of intereit 3uopictu-es
* are extracted from the two pictures centered around the region
* of interest and the subpictures are used during correlation
Inputs: ocri.pic raw picture 256*256 dimension 12apdb
ocr2.pic raw picture 256*256 dimension t28pdb




at z s'bpicture Al extracted from . z
- a2 z subpicture A2 extracted frotto ocr2.
aa2. z a2. z a2. z
bl. z subpicture 81 extracted from ocrl. z
b2 z subpicture 82 extracted from ocr2 z
bb2. z b2. z * b2. z
a dat x-y center data of subpicture A
b dat x-4 center data of subpicture 8
* h. z Mexican Hat Filter
mhf. FF of Mexican Hat Filter
msk. z mask of MHF
one. Z mask data
one. zI mask data
one. 2 mask data
* ocrbox. dat the last three data are theta radian
41 theta ( degree ) and zero.
* Caution When you define the location of subpictures, pleas* don't use
* return key. Return key will make an vrror Us* space key, etc.
*++*****+*****+ *+*****+w********+*******+***+*/
label NO FII.ENO_FILE 2









define CURSER DISABLE 2000
define JSW 44 # address of job status word




,ie ne FMTSTAT formnat(gI3. 7
lefine MAX _LNE 2I6 * Max picture dimenEsion els/line)











































define COMVSV common /vuvc/lne.num, bholdi bno._sv
define COMTMPSTR CHARACTER c_tmpstr(8)i \
common /tmpstci/ctmpsttr
define COMASK. common /askc /dbase,b-indirectcommand
define COMSAVEFILE CHARACTER cstr2(91)i\
common /sfc/lun, cstr2
define COMOUTPUT common /oupc/iunito irecordo, iptron bzera pad
define COM.INPUT- common /inpc/iuniti. ilrecord i, ipt', nrecords
d? $ ine COM SIZE common /szc/inpsz ioupsz,ciformcofor. \
inpoup ratio inp oup ratioasq
*i.fine COMZREC O complex*8 :reco(PECRD.SIZE 9)i \
common /zrecoc/zreco
define COM PDB CHARACTER cpdb(512); \
integer*2 ipdb(256); \
real*4 rpdb(128); \
equivalence (cpdba ipdb.rpdb) \
common /pdbc/ipdb
def:ne COM ARRAYS CHARACTER clIne1(MAXLINE); \
integer*2 linel(MAXLINE), line2(MAXJLINE) \
complex*8 zltne1(MAXjLJNE);
r-quivoance (c tirel, linet.zlint ):
equivalence (]ine2(MAXLINE) z~inel(MAXLINE)) \
common /arrayc/zlire1
# :----------*------ ------------- zl1in el----*-- -----------------------------
-- --# ------ - ---- ---------------
e -clinc^- A :
d.f ne COMZAR.RAY3 com'ples4 :r ie AX 2_LTtNE~.
*i-~Kne CC'M : A~RA,'
c 1mp 1 ar-F z .Iine 1 A _J.IN 1 . ne: X L.TNE);
compt .. e zoo P(ECRD_ .Z 9 IRTUAL*.EfUFERS).
complex*8 zrecl(RECORDSIZE.3) zrec20RECORD SIZE j';
real*4 rlinelMAX_2LXIE). rlin*2(MAX2.INE)\
CHARACTER cline1(MAXItNE),cline(MAXL.INE); \
C:HARACTER cc(FECRDSiZE), crecz'fECORD SIZE)
equi-valenc* (z line, :l inet. r linel, :bvff )
equivalence (zlin(MAX_.LINEPLUS.1), :1in*2,rline2i
equivalence (Yrecl, crecl', (z.ic2., crec); \
common /z/:y'c1.zline, irece
compl a*G r ine MAX. L:N. , r SIZE 
co.'lIx+3 i PECCF...SIZE., SVIRTUAL IsUFFER',.
reaI4 r l ine tIAX ": I .,
CH M TER c - !neIA-Y- LNE,ce (W ODil
73
257 # Maxiffun line plus 1
512 * Largely determined by PDB size
1-28 # Real*4 size
64 # Complex*9 size
1 # Record number of picture descriptor block
15 # Index of integer horizontal dimension
16 # Index of integer vertical dimension
251 # Index of x offset in parent picture
252 # Index of . offset in parent picture
250 # Index of dimension of parent picture
7 * Byte index in PDB of format Flags
16 # Wrong reading bit in format byte i e (y, x)
2 * Record number of start of descriptor
128 # Real index in PDB of max Pel
I * Logical unit for file I
2 * Logical unit for file 2
3 # Logical unit for file 3
3. 14159265358979
4 # Suffers equals blocks per line









equivalence (:I ine, rl ine, cl ine, zbiuf )\
equivalence (zrec. crec); \
c.ommon /z c / zrec, z line
equ.ivalencip ( %szi. is zi I )., (szi, Is91 \y
common /'ppram::/isz -z , iszyl. 21;: x2, iszz2, scale%.- sc i
unscalex, unscaluiy
common /gamc/%y, iframe, igamsz, i_oup gamr 4tio b _byte.mtx
olnzs1
oupinO
v *####*#A ## # t# J#04#m##aI ;i# R #20 a AMa Wtn #s .t #*#*4 ssAg"0'it####t4;i if 0 i I


















open(unit=UNIT_2, nameocstr2, t4pO='NEW -ce.a'DREC T
recards&ZeuRECOfDSZE_4.associatevartabIe=iasv, -
ipdb C _PDB )PS )= 5
ipd b( IPDBVERS)a56
um i fe (UNTT_?:%7.' i sv?l i pdb
do 1g,,128 C




-j I vsv -:. -- c Ira c A r i'
a eturn
end






z) i c u tire m k sr T e s t r. - i , is zy, T-a A 0 J' A
p r - t 2-o P I p *'2
r t
# Gx,y)=( /(sigma**2*sqrt(2*PI)))*exp(-r**2/(2*sigma**2)) -






call opnfnw(cstr,UNITIli .assoc.yar* iszx, iszy)
zmag-cmpI x(rmag, O. )
xmaxmaminl(xO-l. , float( ist )-xO)
ymaxuaminl(yO-1. , Ploat(isvy)-yo)
rmax=aminl(xmax, ymax)
for (tiynl rmax=0. 3 iy. 1*. isz; iy=ji+l) C
do ixal, iszx C
rsqa(float(ix)-x0)**2+ (float(.iy)-yO)**2
rmsqrt(rsq)



















call rget(xO) # ( xQyO is the center of sutipic
call rget(4O)
c4ll iprint('output v-dimension is , iszx2)
call opnfod(cstrI, UNIT_, i..asioc varT,. iszxI, iszI)
call opnfnw(cst2, UNIT.a2, ia#socvar,&. iszx2, it.Zg2)
i Otiftx(xO)
for(CiylniyOi iy2al; rmax=0. 3 ; hj2 Ie. is z2 Ci I=i-41 -I1 iy2=iy2"l3) 1
callI inpInz(UNITI, i_assoc.varI, zl ine, iyI, is ix I zrec)



























call opnfnw(cstr.UNIT_1, iasaOc var, iszx, iszy)
zmag=c'mplx(rmagO.
xmax=aminl( xO-l. ,float( iszx )-xO)
yinax=amint C y0-I. , f loat (is zy ?-YO
rmaxiaminI(xma xy ma x)
varinversel. /sigma**2
twovar_inverseal. /(2. *s igmA**2)
%iqma_4_2 pi.invrse=. /(sigma.*4*qrt(2 *pi))
for(Eiy=jlrmaxwO. 3 ; i. le. isf y iy=y1+l) C
do ixal, iszx C















subroutine rotII(cstrI, c str2.. ix, iy )
# rotate or translate a picture
# z2=circular-integertranslation(:I)
# zI is cstri
# :2 is cstr2
# A translation is ix







call opnfnw(cstr2,UNIT_2 i assocvar2, iszxl, iszl)
if ( ix. it. o)
i xiszxl+ix
if( itj. it. 0)
iyjmiIsz1+iy
for(j1 ; j. le. iszyj1 jaj+1) C
call inplnz(UNIT_1 i assoc vari, zline1I j. iszx1, zrocI)
do i=1, szx1
zlin.2(mod(i-l+ixaiszxl)+l)=zlin1(i)










# FFT and FFTC-13
# iop 10 is FFT




call opnfod(cstrUNIT t, i assoc.vai, iszx, iszy)
for (C j;maxnO. 3 .I@. isty ; jnj+1) C




call fft(zlinel, iozx, 'inverse')






call transp(UNIT_1, iassoc-var, iszx)
f or (C jul; rmax=0. 3 ; . 1. is zv ; jmj+l) C















.,L16 outine twof il(rstr l c str'.Z. iop. i-min,
77
* operation on the files.
# To avoid divide bV 0, when real(i1) is less than rmin, the result is
* 0. rmin is defined as -a fraction of the maximum value, rmax in zi.
# iop 20 is z2nz2*zl
* iop 21 is z2wzl*conjg(z2)




call opnfod(cstrlUNITI, iassocyvar, iszxl, isjl)
rmax iamrpd4 (R.PDB.MAX-PEL)














do in-,RECORD SIZE S
:rec2(i )=zrecl (i)*zrec2(i)
if(iop. eq.21)
do iin, RECORDSIZE S
zrec2(i)nzroc1(i)*conjg(z rec2(i))
if(iop. eq.23)
do ii. RECORD SIZE 9



















call opnfod(cstrlUNITI. i assoc varl, iszxl, iszy1)
call opnfod(cstr2,UNIT_2, iassocvar2t iszx2. iszy2)
for(Cj=1; npeol=0 zsumo(0. ,0. )i-sumsqn0. 3 ; j. le. iszy2 j j+ 1) C
call inplnz(UNITJ, iassoc~yarl, zlinelt j, iszxl, zrecl)
call inplnz(UNIT_2. iassocvar2, zline2, j. iszx2, zrec2)
do i. iszx2













for(C jl; rmax=O. 3 ; j. It. isvj2 j=j+1) C
call inplnz(UNIT 1 iassocvarl, zlinel, j, iszxl, rrecl)






do i 1 iszx2
rmaxmamax1 (rmax, abs (real( z line2( i))))












call opnfod(cstrUNITI i.assoctvaro iszxiszJ






















tO(f1, f2. 93)=(fl-f3)/(2. *(fl-2. *f2+f3))
f of t(tO, f 1, f2, f3)=(f 1-2. *f2+f3)/2. *tQ**2+(f3-f1)/2 *tO+f2
ci1lopnfod(cstrILUNrT_I, iassocvar, isrx, is zy -
79
for(Cj.I;rx=O.;r=O.;rn=O.;rmax=-1.E383 j.ig. iszj ; j=j+)
call inplnz(UNIT._1 iassocvar, zline, j, iszx, zrec)













i f(rn. sq.0. )
stop












for(jal ; j. 1e.3 ; jaj+1) C
call inplnz(UNIT . i. assoc.var, zline,
mod.( iy+( j-2)-I-+is zy, is zy)+I, i z x, iec )
do im, 3 C
f~i.J~eal(zline(ii))
for(titers=I tOx=O. ;tOy0. 3 ; iters. le. 3
do inl,3
tamp (if'_t (tOy, f ( i, 1
tOx-tO(temp(l), temp (2). temp (3))
do iw, 3
tomp (i I f -of -t(tox, f (1. i












call rprint('Rmax is ',rmax)
call rp.rint('The x position is ',rx)








)f ( ,2), f 1 , 3)T -










subroutine ctrom(cstrIcstr2,cstr3,n) # cstr3




call opnfod(cstrI, UNIT.1. i assoc var, iszxo iszy)
for(Cj1;rx=O.;ry=O. ;f=0. ..le. isig ; jnj+l) C
call inplnz(UNIT_1, iassoc var, zline, j, iszx, zrec)
do irnl, iszx C







call rprint('The x center is '.rx)
call rprint('The y center is ',ry)
close(unit=UNIT-1)
























call bopenf(cstr.UNIT 1. 'old')













call rprint('The angle (radians) is ',theta)








* PROGRAM YOS3. RAT.
* Ocular Counter Rolling Small Subroutine Program
* 15-Aug-84
* Yoshihiro Nagashima
* Direct program file to find the rotation between two pictures
* ( 1 and 2 ) from two correlations. Picture 1 is masked by
* ROI-A and ROI-, and then correlated with picture 2. From
* the posions of the two regions oF interest and the translation
* from picture 1 to picture 2, the rotation is calculated.
* The basic idea is that we are tracing two points on the eye.
* With large rotation, the correlation will be affected by the
* rotation of the data in the region of interest. Subpictures
are extracted from the two pictures centered around the region
* of interest. and. the subpictures are used during correlation.
*
nputs: ocri pic raw picture 256*256 dimension
* ocr2. plc raw picture 256.256 dimension
*




al. z subpicture Al extracted from ocr. z
* a2. z subpicture A2 extracted from ocr2. z
* aa2. z a2. Z a2.z
b1. z subpicture 91 extracted from ocri.z
b2. subpicture 82 extracted from ocr2.z
* bb2. z b2 z * b2.a
* a. dat x-Y center data of subpicture A
* b. dat x-y center data of subpicture B
* mh. z Mexican Hat Filter
mhf.z FFT of Mexican Hat Filter
msk. I mask of MHF
* one.z mask data
one. i mask data
* one. z2 mask data
ocrbox. dat the last three data are theta ( radian
theta ( degree,) and zero.
* Caution:When you define the location of subpictures, please don't use
* return key. Return key will make an error. Use space key, etc.
************************************************* ***** .****** .. ** */
label NO.FILENOFILE_2
define EOS1 0 * end of string I
define EOS2 128
define VSVLINES 25







define JSW 44 * address of job status word




define FMTSTAT format(g15. 7)
define MAXLINE 256 * Max picture dimension (pels/line)























define COMVSV common /vsvc/line numbhold, bnovsv
define COMTMPSTR CHARACTER c.tmp str(1); \
common /tmpstc/ctmpstr
define COMASK -common /askc/idbase,b indirect command
define COMSAVEFILE CHARACTER cstr2(81) \
common /sfc/lun, cstr2
SePine COMOUTPJT common /oupc/iunito, i recordo,.iptro. b zero pad
define COMINPUT common /inpc/iuniti.irecord i, zptrin recordsJ
define COM.SIZE common /szc/inpsz ioups z, c if orm, .oform, \
inpou_.ratio, inp oup ratio sq
define COMZREC9 complex*S zreco(RECORDSIZE3); \
common /zrecoc/zreco





define COMARRAYS CHARACTER clinel(MAXLINE) \
integere2 linel(MAXLINE) line2(MAXLINE); \
complex*4 zlinel(MAXLNE); \
equivalence (cline1,linel,zlinel); \
equivalence (line2(MAXLINE),zlinet(MAXL INE)); \
common /arrayc/zlinel
S-----------------------------------zlne----------------------------------
-.------line ------ 0-- line2-----
# !C-clinel->1
define COMZjARRAYS complex*S zline(MAX R LINE); \
define COM.1-ARRAY





CHARACTER crecl(RECORD SIZE), crec2(RECORDSIZE) \
equivalence (zline, zlinelrlinel, zbuff); \
equivalence (zline(MAXLINEPLUS_1) zline2,rline2);
equivalence (zrc c1,crec1)* ,zrec2,crec2); \
common /zc/zreclzline*,rec2
complex*8 zline(MAXLIN),zrc(RECORDSIZES); \
complexeS zbuff(RECORDSIZES, VIRTUALBUFFERS); \
real*4 rline(MAX.2.LINE) \
CHARACTER cline(MAXLINE) crec(RECORDSIZE); \
84
MAXLINEPLUS.1 257 # Maximun line plus I
RECORD.SIZE 512 W Largely determined by PDB size
RECORD.SIZE.4 1-28 * Real*4 size
RECORDSIZE_8 64 # Complex*8 size
PD3.RECORD 1 # Record number of picture descriptor block
I.PDBH0RS 15 * Index of integer horizontal dimension
I.)DB.VERS 16 * -Index of integer vertical dimension
IPDB3XOFF 251 * Index of x offset in parent picture
I.PDB.YOFF 252 # Index of y offset in parent picture
IPDB.OLDDIM 250 # Index of demonsion of parent picture
CPDB.FORM 7 * Bgte index in PDB of format flags
PDB.jFORM.WR 16 # Wrong reading bit in format byte i.e. ( x)
DATARECORD-1 2 # Record. number of start of descriptor
RPD3.MAXPEL 128 # Real .index in PDO of max pel
UNIT.1 1 # Logical unit for file I
UNIT_2. 2 # Logical unit for file 2
UNIT_3 3 # Logical unit for file 3
PI 3. 14159265358979
VIRTUALBUFFERS 4 # Buffers equals blocks per line
TPIMPLICIT implicit byte(b-c).integer+2(i-n),real*4(a,e-ho-Y.\
real*S(d),complexw8(z)
equivalence (zl in*, rl ine, c l ine, zbuff) \
equivalence (zrec, crec); \
common /zc/zrec. zline
define COM_PICPARAM equivalence (iszx, iszxl)h (iszy', iszyl); \
common /ppramc/iszx1l isl, iszx2 isty2, scalex scaley \
unscalex, unscaley
define COMGAM common /gamc/iy, iframe, igamsz, ioupgam ratio, b bytorntx
define ouplnz sr olnzsr
define ouplnz.eqO ouplnO
* other small subroutines
subroutine copV(cstricstr2,n).
dimension x(128)
open(unitwl, access='DIRECT', recordsize=128 type='OLD. \
namencstrl)
















ni t-si ze=DATA RECORD-1-1+ \
flost(isz x)*float( ist y) /RECORDSIZE8'0. ?99




svbroutine opnfod(cstr, iunit, i assoc yars iszx, isty)
TPIMPLICIT
COM_PDB
C HARACTER c prompt(B1)
CHARACTER cstr(6l)
L-rNDEx(cstr. '. ')



















if(. false. ) C
NO-FILE call OTLIN(ctmp str, c prompt)








































# Clear characters and curser







call IPOKE(% "VSVADDR+4,O) * upper left






call IPOKE( " VSV-ADDR, X "CURSERDISABLE)
call IPOKE(%"VSV ADDR+4,O) # upper left
i f ( bjoysv)
return
# Turn cursor on or off
if(bqflg(iwhat, 'on'))
call IPOKE(X"VSV ADDR. 0)
if(beqflg(iwhat, 'off'))
call IPOKE(X"VSVADDR %"CURSERDISABLE)
# Turn off bit maps
if(beqflg(iwhat 'all'). or. beqflg(iwhat 'bit maps')) E
call IPOKE(X"BITMAP, 1PEEK(7"BITMAP1). and. . not. "400)

















Lr ' k ;I k le. 0. and. cstr (k) ne. EOS1. and. c str k.). ne. OS2 k k+)
87
ctmpstr(k))cstr(k)





for(j=1 i. le. n Cii=i+; j=j+13)
c tmp_str(j)=cval(i)
c-tmp-str(j)=cstr(k)



















data b no.vsv/. false. /, bhold/. false. /
C
For( jCi n=O3 i. 1-e. 81 i=i+l) C
if(cstr(i). eq. EOS2)
break







if-'line num. gt. VSV_LINES. or. line nt.m+n. ge. VSV LINES+2) C
if(bhold) C
i.old jsw=IPEEK(X"JSW)


















for(il ; 1. 1*.80.and. cstr(i).no.EOS1. and. cstr(i) ne.EOS2 i=11)
call IPOKEB(%"VSV ADDR, cstr(l))
if(cstr(i).eq.EOSl) C * for 0 end of string, add <CR><LF>











* Simulate a delete with a backspace, space backspace
string cdol '\b \b\200'
-iota idbase/10/, bindirct-command/. true./
C
call RCTRLO * resets ^'O
call z200(cprompt ctmp str)
* Presumable if ISPY(%"366) it negative, an indirect ile is active; however,
* this is very poorly documented in program request section of advanced
# programers manuel.
if(b _indirectcomand. and. ISPY(X"366). lt. 0) C
call GTLIN(cstrec tmp str) get input from indirect file
return
call vprint(c~tmp str)
call vsvclr('on') * turn on curser
j-oldjswwIPEEK("JSW) * save old jsw
# TT special mode with immediate return
c all IPOKE(Z"JSW, " TTSPECIALMODE. or. ioldjsw)
for(jnt ; . 16.60 ; jj+l) C
repeat C get past deletes and not ready
iwITTINR( )













call vprint(crlf) * newline
call vsvclr('off') # turn off curser
i-ITTINR() dump trailing *CLF>





















call ask(cstr2, 'File name ? )
else
call SCOPY(cstr, cstr2,80)
I,1'NDEX( c str2, '.'). *q 0)
call CONCAT(csti2. '. DAT', cstr2, (0)
if Ilqf 1g(ttyp*, 'new'))
open(unitmlun name=cstr2, type='NEW', carriagecontrolu LIST'
'beqflg(ctype, 'old')) C
open(unitilunnamecstr2,type='OLD'carriagecontrol=LlST', er U






open(unit-lund name-cstr2, type='UNKNOWN', carrtAgecorotrc l- 'LIST '.
b.A fl . true.
return







call ask(cstr2. 'File name
e Ise
call SCOPY(cstr.cstr2,80)
i i INDEX (cs tr2, '. '). eq. Q)
call CONCAT(cstr2, '. DAT'. cstr2. O)
H ?tn gt. 1) C
optn(unitulu, njmo=CStr2, typv= *OLD', carrxaqe vntrol=' T', err=')































T- e t urn
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* PROGRAM YOS4. RAT-
* Ocular Counter Rolling Small Subroutine Program
* 15-Aug-84
* Yoshihiro Nagashima
* Direct program file to find the rotation between two pictures
* (1 and 2 ) from two correlations. Picture 1 is masked by
ROI-A and ROI-8, and then correlated with picture 2. From
* the posions of the two regions of interest and the translation
* from picture I to picture 2, the rotation is calculated.
* The basic idea is that we are tracing two points on the eye.
With large rotation# the correlation will be. affected by the
* rotation of the data in the region of interest. Subpictures
are extracted from the two pictures centered around the region
of interest and the subpictures are used during correlation.
*
Inputs: ocr. pic raw picture 256*256 dimension





al. z subpicture Al extracted frOm ociT'l. Z
a2. z subpicture A2 extracted from ocr2.z
* aa2.z a2.z * a2.z
b. z subpicture 81 extracted from ocrl. z
b2. z subpictur. 92 extracted from ocr2. z
Sbb2 b2. z * b2.z
* a. dot x-Y center data of subpicture A
b. dat x-v center data of sutopicture 8
mh. z Mexican Hat Filter
*h-f z- FFT-oF' Me i4&n 41&t F-i -t-r-
msk. z mask of MHF
one. z mask data
one. zi mask data
one. z2 mask data
* ocrbox. dat the last three data are theta radian ),
theta ( degree ) and zero.
Caution:When you define the location of subpictures, please don't use
* return key. Return key will make an error Use space key, etc.
labol NOFILENO FILE 2










define JSW 44 * address of job status word





.Iofine MAXLINE 256 * Max picture dimenfion pels/line)

























257 # Maximun line plus I
512 0 Largely determined by PDG size
128 # Real*4 size
64 # Complex*S size
1 # Record number of picture descriptor block
15 # Index of integer horizontal dimension
16 # Index of integer vertical dimension
251 # Index of x offset in- parent picture
252 * Index of y offset in parent picture
250 # Index of demension of parent picture
7 # Dte index in PD of format flags
16 # Wrong reading bit in format byte i-e (ys)
2 # Record number of st.rt of dscriptor
128 # Reel inde x in PDO of man pel
1 # Logical unit for file I
2 # Logical unit for file 2
3 # Logical unit for file 3
3. 14159265358979
4 # Duf~ers equals blo.k p.r 1ini?
li cit byte .b-c ) Yntger+2(i-n* em*4 (a. -, a-
real*rz m,,.. coffp 1ex V :
fne CHARACTER byte
# ne COM VS/ common /vsvc /ine..num. A oId, b no. sv
4 ne COM rMP srR CHARACTER ct.mp~str(81); \
common /tmpst-c /ctmp str
F ne COM ASK common /askc/id)ase, bi ndirec tc ommand
ne COM SAVE FILE CHARACTER cstr2(81)\
common /sfc/ln. cstr2
Pine COM OUTPr common /oupc/iunito, irecord_o iosro. b zero pad
f.ne COM INPUT c:;mmon 'pc-unti, irecord pt:i -n re:ordi
rine COM StZE common /szc/inps., loupsq.e .m c oforin
inpnoup_?-ti:. inp oup ratio sq
9Lne COm ZREC complev*8 :reco(RECORD SIZE 9'.
common /Zrecoc/"reco





&ine COMARRAYS CHARACTER clinel(MAXALINE), \
integer*2 linel(MAXLINE), line2(MAX L INE) \
complex*S zlineU:MAXLINE); \
equivalence .zlinel,
equivalence (li'e2(MAX LINE), zlint l(MAXLINE))i
common /arryc/: linel
--------------------------------- i --------------------------------- L





de fine COM-Z ARRAYS
n -,Ie COM 1 ARRAY
complexS zline(MAX_2.LINE);
complex*8 :'Ine:.MAXLtNE' zline2(MAXLINE)
complex*S zbuffP ECORD.SIZE _.'.RTUAL3UFFERS);
complex*S zrec1 PECORD.SIZE_), zrec2(RECORD.SIZE_..)
real*4 rline1(MAX_2_LINE),rlin,2(MAX_2.LINE); \
CHARACTER clinet (MAX-LINE), cline2(MAX LINE); \
CHARACTER croc lRECORDSIZE), rec2(RECORD_S.IZE) \
equivalence (zline, zlinel, rlin l, ztuiff) \
equivalence (zline(MAXLINEPLUSj1). ziine2.rline2);
equivalence (zrect crect),(zrec2,crec2)# \
common /zc/:rucl, zline, zrec2
compleze8 zline(MAXLINF.), zrec-:R=CORD_S[ZE_8;
c mplex*a zbuf i RECGPD SIZE ,' 'LRTAL_ UFFERS);
r eal*4 rline MA V '_L NE). E









equivalence ( zline, rline, c line, zbuf f; \
equ.ivalence (zrec,crec)i \
common /zc/zrec, zline
equivalence (iszx, iszx ), isZY, iszyl ) \
common /ppramc/iszxliszylliszx2,iszy2,scalex, scaley
unscalex, unscaley
common /gamc/iyo iframe, igamszo i~oupgamratio, b byteiitx
olnzsr
oupInO
~4 #****#*####***###***######*##*#~#####*W ####,0##4####4t.4#4t## a














*Jl un, 1) r
"NT STAT









Jr, j= ioupsz I
call getl.nc
do it 1 icupsz C
line (il~mp >.( loat(line2(0 ),0.3







# *3ets inpoupratio character (8 bit) lines from input file and compresses
4 thiem into one line.
# Re.tuwrns compressed line as an integer*2 line in vector. line2 in COMARRAYS.
Th IMPLICIT
rM ARRAYS
0 -I. inp 3
Iine2(i) O
call i-p 1r 
np pr-Iticl; ~1J 19 o':f or 1. 1 v=1 'c p.
do -e2(i C-1
do k=2, ir.p c'.at c t
- - 1.'~ 2't
-- T- n






..APACTER c itr (31)
c i P cY. -- Fc rm(Cst r
opseur b nit( i re(c I..'-9je'. - V;T.I.P in
ana iat var ac c rd i eco r,si e =RE,-"RD _.I &.E
inpszmipdb ( _PDBHOPS)
if(ciform eq. 'Z')
n recordsi=DATA -REC;2RD_1-l +










subroutine 0 inplnc (l ine2).'







data ic/O/ Clear high byte
do i1, inpsr I
if(iptri. gt RECORDSIZE) C





C *C r * t T











* Hide short y dimenji:n
* :9 ar 1es 35 z bit 'OTt1ed3 ?1t fl0. t
.. of:ri=c.formI str)
4 Special case VD. #E:. VF., VG., and VH.
i-INDEX(cstr, IV')
.- =L-ATA FECCF' '.- +Fieat'toce~o.:>2.E.C~l=_F! 5
e t un i t-i u r 1i t o, r am -. s t r. t ype 'N i c c.e . = j, R .,_T
T'16Co0r A ;i I R EC CD_,;ZE _4, a s: .1 :a t ar iawt 1 ir or d .,
buff rcount-2,initialsize=is)
. e Lord ,QwDATARECORD_1
i pdb ( IPDBXOFF )=0
id6 ( IPDYOFF)m0
ipdb(IPDDB.HORS)=ioupsz Pvt actual size in PDD
:pdb ( IPDBVERS)ioupsz





# Hide Ihe zero padding
bzero.padm false




















do iml, ioupsz I
zreco(iptro)=zlinel(1-
iptromiptro+1











do t=l ioupsz C
zreco(iptro)--(O. .0.
iptromiptro+l
































.uhroutine inpinz(1unit.ti assoc vr, L ie, y, isz,zroc)
;PiMPLIC.T
complex*6 zline(MAX.LINE), reROPDJStZE 3
iassoc var=DATA RECORD -+iZ/RECORD SZE*(-)
iptr=RECORD SIZE 2+1 * ad first record
do i=1, izS C








bro'tine o.-pIn zC(%init. var Ir . - 3:, rrn-y
TP-iMPLICIT
.mplex*8 zline(MAX.LINE), :r.eRECDR SIZE 6)
-a ssocvar DATA RECORD 1+( RECORD SIZES) y - I
iptr
do i1, isz C
zrec(iptr)=rline(i)
iptr~iptr+l







cfarmm' ' # No extension
subroutine fft(zondirection)
integer*2 n, to J, k, twok
real*4 s, direction
complex*8 z(n), uDw, temp
%C.
if(direction. eq. 'inverse', or. direction. eq. 'INVERSE') C
s--P I






for(Cii i-13I i. It' n in±+1) C # bit reversal
if(i. It. j) C # switch only once
tempnz(j)
z(j)nz(i)
z ( i )'temp
3
* Test bets form high to low order. If set, clear it asnd go an to aekt
0 bit. If clear, set it and stop. I e. bit reversed counting
for(k=n/2 k It j k=k/2)
jm-k
3
* Number of stages equals logE23 of n
for(Eki; twoka23 twok. le. n Ckntwok twokm2*twokJ) C
um(1. .. )
wmcexp(cmplx(0..-s/float(k))
# Numper of bufferfiles equals k*n/twok n/
do Jul. k r
do ij~n twok C
tempz ti+k)*u
z(i+k )uz (i)-temp















ksz. ge. 1 k szxksz/.d..J # Matr j x size=kjk.10. isz ; jkijk+2*ksz) # Rows
for(jajk # j. 1e. jk+ksz-1 ; jj+l) C oRw i
call inplnz(iuniti_.assoc var.zlinel.j,
call inplnz(iunit, i assoc var, zlin2.j+
do ikul, is., 2*ksr # Colui











call oupinz(iunit, i-assoc-var rlir1el, j.:s, zrec1)
call o-jpinz( iunit, i assoc va, i jne2j jkst, isr, zrec2)
3
99
cpdb(CPDB_FORM)=cpdb(CPDD .FORM). xor. PDBFORM.WR
100
























































GET X POSITION ADDRESS
GET Y POSITION ADDRESS
GET X LENGTH
GET Y LENGTH
TT SPECIAL MODE (PSW BIT 12)








YES, GET Y POS.
DIVIDE X BY 16
























































; SET Y FOR TOP
; STARfr POINT










































































CHECK FOR KEYBOARD HIT







PUT VALUE IN ARRAY
CHANGE TO WHITE
NEXT X ADDRESS
AT END OF LINE?
NO, GO BACK
SET Y FOR BOTTOM
CHANGE LOOP COUNT
DO AGAIN FOR BOTTOM
LOOP COUNT






PUT VALUE IN ARRAY
CHANGE TO WHITE
NEXT Y ADDRESS
AT END OF LINE?
NO, GO BACK
SET X FOR RIGHT
CHANGE LOOP COUNT
DO AGAIN FOR RIGHT
TEST FOR KBD HIT
HIT -- RETURN
























































PUT OLD PIXEL BACK
NEXT X ADDRESS
AT END OF LINE?
NO, GO BACK
SET Y FOR BOTTOM
CHANGE LOOP COUNT
DO AGAIN FOR BOTTOM
LOOP COUNT






































AT END OF LINE?
NO, GO BACK
SET X FOR RIGHT
CHANGE LOOP COUNT
DO AGAIN FOR RIGHT
DO IT ALL AGAIN
TT NORMAL MODE
103
IMPLICITBYTE -C),-INTEGER*2(I-N),REAL*4(A,E-H, 0-Y), REAL*3( D), COMP
*LEX*8(Z) !156
COMMON/SZC/INPSZ, IOUPSZ, CIFORM, COFORM, I00001, I00002 1157
CALLVSVFIG(1) !160
CALLVSVCLR('all') !161
CALLVPRINT('Please wait a moment') !163
CALLPDB( 'DAT: OCR1. P IC', 'DAT: OCR 1 PDB') !164
CALLVPRINT('okashiina') !165
CALLPDD C 'DAT: OCR2. PIC'. 'DAT: OCR2. PDB') !166
CALLVPRINTC'Please define subpicture A by the space key') !167
CALLBOX(IX, IY 64, 64) !168
X=FLOAT( IX-31) !170
Y=FLOAT( IY-31) !171
CALLRPRINT('X of subpicture A is ',X) !172
CALLRPRINTC'Y of subpicture A is ',Y) !173




CALLVPRINT('Please define subpicture B') !179
CALLBOXCIX, IY, 64, 64) !180
X=FLOAT(IX-31) !182
Y=FLOAT(IY-31) !183
CALLRPRINT('X of subpicture B is ',X) !184
CALLRPRINTC'Y of subpicture 8 is ',Y) !185




CALLVPRINT('I am making a mask file') '191

























'converting OCR1.PDD into OCRI.Z')
'DAT: OCRI. PDB') !202




'converting OCR2.PDB into OCR2.Z')
'DAT: OCR2. PD ') '209




'making subpicture A. Z') !215
'DAT: OCR1. Z', 'DAT: A1. Z ', 'DAT A. DAT
'making subpicture D1.Z') '220
'DAT: OCR1. Z ', 'DAT - D1. Z ', 'DAT. B. DAT
'making subpicture A2.Z') !225
'DAT: OCR2. Z', 'DAT: A2. Z', 'DAT: A. DAT
'making subpicture B2.Z') '230
'DAT: OCR2. Z ', 'DAT: 82. Z ' 'DA T: D. DAT
'making Mexican hat filter') '242








CALLROT11 'DAT: MH. Z', 'DAT: MHF. Z' -31, -31) '249
CALLVPRINT('FFT of the Mexican hat filter') !252
CALLXFORM( 10. 'DAT: MHF. Z') !253
CALLVPRINT('making edge mask of filter') '255
CALLMAKSR ( 'DAT: MSK. Z ', 464, 1. , 32. 5. 32. 5. 28. 5, 28. 5)
CALLYPRINT('FFT of subpictures') '260





















































Z ', 'DAT: AI. Z ',20,0. 0001)
Z', 'DAT: 31. Z ', 200. 0001)
Z ', 'DAT: A2. Z ', 20, 0. 0001 )







Z 'DAT: Al. Z ', 20, 0. 0001)
Z'. 'DAT: 1. Z ', 20, 0. 0001 )
Z'. 'DAT:A2.Z'20,0.0001)












from subpictures Al Z & B1. Z')
CALLNORMF ( 'DAT: ONE Z'. 'DAT. A1. Z ')
CALLNORMF( 'DAT: ONE. Z'. 'DAT: B1. Z ')
CALLVPRINT('correlating') '315
CALLCOPY t -VA T. A2. Z', ' AT. AA2.Z '65)
CALLCOPY( 'DAT: 82. Z', 'DAT: 82. Z', 65)
CALLTWOFIL( 'DAT: A2. Z'. 'DAT: AA2. Z',20 O.










'DAT 82 Z') '324
'DAT AA2 Z')















CALLCOPY ( 'DAT: ONE. ', 'DAT: ONE. Z I 65)
CALLXFORM( 10. 'DAT. ONE. Zi') !333
CALLCOPY( 'DAT At. Z', 'DAT: Al. Z1', 65)
CALLCOPY ( 'DAT 9 81. Z '. 'DAT - B1. Z I ' 65)
CALLVPRINT('Help me , Yoshi !') !337
CALLTWOFIL('DAT:A2.Z'. 'DAT:A1.ZI'.,21,0.
CALLTWOFILC 'DAT: 82. Z '. 'DAT: 81. Z1 '. 21.0.
CALLCOPY('DAT:ONE. ZI', 'DAT: ONE. Z2',65)
CALLTWOFIL ( 'DA T: AA2. Z', 'DAT. ONE. ZI', 21,
CALLTWOFIL( 'DAT: 982. Z', 'DAT: ONE. Z2'. 21,
CALLVPRINT ('FFTC-13') !344
CALLXFORM(l1, 'DAT: Al. Zi') !345
CALLXFORM(I1I 'DAT: BI. ZI ') '346
CALLXFORM(l1, 'DAT: ONE. Zl') !347
CALLXFORM(11, 'DAT: ONE. Z2') !348
CALLVPRINT('square root') '350
CALLONEFL9('DAT: ONE. Z1') !351
CALLONEFL9( 'DAT: ONE. Z2.') !352
CALLVPRINT('almost done') . !354
CALLTWOFIL('DAT:ONE. ZI' 'DAT:A1. ZI '23,
CALLTWOFIL( 'DAT: ONE. Z2'. 'DAT: 91. Zi ',23,
CALLVPRINT('finding peak') !358
CALLPEAK4( 'DAT: Al. ZI'. 'DAT: OCRBOX. DAT'.
CALLCTROM( 'DAT: ONE. Z', 'DAT: OCRBOX. DAT',
CALLPEAK4( 'DAT 91 - Z', 'DAT: OCRBOX DAT'.
CALLCTROM( 'DAT. ONE. Z ','DAT: OCRBOX. DAT',

















DAT: A. DA', 42)
3) 1 364





SUBROUTINEPDO(CSTR-1 CSTR2) ! 149













OPENIUNIT=i, NAMEECSTR1 TYPE='OLD ACCESS='DIRECT ' RECORDSIZE=128, 15
*ASSOCIATEVARIABLE=IASV1ERR=i) !158
IF(. NOT. (.FALSE. ))G00T23005 !159
1 CALLVSVCLR('characters') !160
CALLVPRINT(CSTR1) '161







0EN(UNIT2, NAME=CSTR2, TYPE='NEW' ACCESSa'DIRECT ' RECORDSIZE=128 169










































23011 IF.NOT. (IY . LE ISZY ))GOT023013 !201
DO 230141X=1, ISZX 202
RSO=(FLOAT(IX)-XO)**2*(FLOAT(IY)-YO)**2 !203
RmSQRT(RSQ) !204





















SUMROUTINESUBPIC(CSTRICSTR2,CSTR3, ISZX2, ISZY2) !225


















CALLIPRINT('output x-dimension is ',ISZX2) !233
CALLOPNFOD(CSTR1,1,100003, ISZX1,ISZY1) !234







23018 IF(.NOT. (IY2 . LE ISZY2 ))GOT023020 !238
CALLINPLNZ(1. 100003, ZLINE, IY1, ISZX1, ZREC) '239
CALLOUPLNZ(2, I00004, ZLINE(IXO) IY2, ISZX2,ZREC) !240
107


























SUOROUTINEMAKSRS(CSTR, ISZX, ISZY, RMAG, XO, YO, SIGMA) 268





8YTECL INE(256) CREC(512) !270











2 076 CONTINUE !273









































EGUIVALENCE (ZLINE, ZLINE1, RLINEI. ZBUFF) !315
EGUIVALENCE(ZLINE(257), ZLINE2,RLINE2) !315
EGVIVALENCE(ZREC1,CRECI), (ZREC2,CREC2) !315




EQUIVALENCE(CPDD IPDB RPDB) '316
COMMON/PDBC/IPDB !316
EQUIVALENCE(tSZX ISZX1 (ISZY, ISZY) !317
COMMON/PPRAmC/ISZX1e ISZY. ISZX2, ISZY2, SCALEX, SCALEY, U00008, U00009 '317
CALLOPNOD(CSTR1, 1. 100003, ISZX1, ISZY1) !318
CALLOPNFNW(CSTR2,2p 100004. ISZX1, ISZY1) !319
IF(. NOT. ( IX LT. 0) )GOTO23032 '320
IXWISZX1+IX !321
23032 CONTINUE !322





,3036 IF(.NOT. (J . LE. ISZY1 ))G0T023038 324
CALLINPLNZ(1, I00003, ZLINE1,J, ISZX1, ZREC1) '325




























EGUIVALENCE(ZREC1. CRECI). (ZREC2, CREC2)










23041 IF(.NOT. (J . LE . ISZY ))GOT023043
CALLINPLNZ( 1, 100001, ZLINE1, J, ISZX. ZREC1)
IF(. NOT. (IOP. EG. 10))GOT023044 !350
CALLFFT(ZLINE, ISZX, 'forward') !351
GOT023045 !352
23044 CONTINUE !352
CALLFFT (ZLINEl ISZX, 'inverse') '353
23045 CONTINUE !353
CALLOUPLNZ(1. 100001, ZLINE1, J. ISZX- ZREC1)
DO 23046=1 ISZX !355



















23048 IF(.NOT. ( . LE . ISZY ))GOT023050
CALLINPLNZ(1, 100001, ZLINEI, J, ISZX ZREC1)
IF(.NOT. (IOP. EG. 10))GOT023051 !361
CALLFFT(ZLINE1. ISZX, '.orward') !362
GOT023052 !363
23051 CONTINUE !363
CALLFFT(ZLINE, ISZX, 'inverse') !364
23052 CONTINUE !364
CALLOUPLNZ(1, 100001, ZLINE, J, ISZX, ZRECI)
DO 230531=1, ISZX !366














SUBROUTINETWOFILCCSTR1, CSTR2, IOP, RMIN) !376










EQUIVALENCE(ZLINE, ZLINE1 RLINE1, ZDUFF) !385
EGUIVALENCE(ZLINE(257) ZLINE2,RLINE2) !385
EGUIVALENCE(ZREC1, CRECi). (ZREC2, CREC2) !385






CALLOPNFOD(CSTR. 1, 100003, ISZX1, ISZY1) !387
RMAX1=RPDBC128) '388
CALLOPNFOD(CSTR2.2,100004. ISZX2 ISZY2) '389



























































EGUIVALENCE(ZRECI, CRECI) ,(ZREC2, CREC2) !427




EGUIVALENCE(CPDDD IPDB, RPDB) '428
COMMON/PDBC/ IPDB !428
CALLOPNFOD(CSTRt 1, 100003, ISZX1, ISZY1) !429






23075 IF(. NOT ( . LE ISZY2 ))0GT023077
CALLINPLNZ( 1..100003, ZLINE, J, ISZXI. ZRECI)
CALL INPLNZ (2, 100004, ZL INE2 J, I SZ X2, ZR EC2 )
DO 230781=1, ISZX2 !434
IF(. NOT. (REAL(ZLINE1 (I)). NE. 0. ))GOTO23080
NPEL-NPEL+1 1436
ZSUPIZSUM+ZLINE2( I) !437
















23084 IF(.NOT. (J . LE . ISZY2 ))GOT023086
CALLINPLNZ(1, 100003, ZLINE1, j, ISZX1. ZREC1)
CALLINPLNZ(2, 100004, ZLINE2, J, ISZX2, ZREC2)
DO 230871=1, ISZX2 !450












































EGUIVALENCE(ZLINE, ZL INE ,RLINEI. ZBUFF) !472
EGUIVALENCE(ZLINE(257) ZLINE2,RLINE2) !472
EGUIVALENCE( ZREC1, CREC i) (ZREC2, CREC2) 472





COMMON/PDOC/ IPDB ! 473









































FOOO12(TO1 FI,F2,F3)=(F1-2. *F2+F3)/2. *TO**2+(F3-F)/2. *TO+F2 '502







23099 IF(.NOT. (J . LE ISZY ))GOTO23101 !504
CALLfINPLNZ(1. 100001, ZLINE, J, ISZ X- ZREC) !505
DO 231021=1.ISZX !506
R=REAL(ZLINE(l)) !507
IF(. NOT. (R.LT RMAX))GOTO23104 '508
GOT023102 !509
23 t 04 CONTINUE !510















IF( NOT (RN EG. 0. ))G0IT023109 '522
STOP'No maximum found' '523
23108 CONT1NUE '524




IF (. NOT (RN. GT. 1. ))GOT023110 8
CALLVPRINT( 'Moe than on- peak Pound ' 529





23112 IF(. NOT. (j LE . 3 ))GOTO23114 '533














23117 IF(. NOT. (ITERS LE 3 ))GOT023119 !541
DO 231201-1*3 !542











2311 9 CONTINUE ! 548
RMAX=TEMP(2) 549
CALLRPRINT('x interpolation i -,TO;() '550




IF(. NOT. (IFIX(RX).GT. ISZX/2))GOTO23124 555
RXwRX-FLOAT(ISZX) !556
231 4 CONTINUE !557
IF( NOT. (IFIX(RY) GT ISZY/2))GOT023126 557
RYuRY-FLOAT(ISZY) 558
231 6 CONTINUE #559
RX=RX+FLOAT( PDD(251)) ! 559
RYuRY+FLOAT(IPDB( 252)) !560
CALLAPPINT('Raax is '1 RMAX) 561
CALLRPRINT('Tho x position is 'RX) !562
CALLRPRINT('The y position is 'CRY) 563
CALLBOPENP (CSTR2, 2, 3*(N-1) 1564
CALLRPUT('',RX) !565
CALLRPUT( ''RY) !566
CALLRPUT( '',RN) ! 567
CLOSE(UNIT=2) 56.8
"C' SE MI T::
RETURN 1570
SUBROUTINECTROM(CSTR1 CSTR2, CSTR3 N) !577






EQUIVALENCE(ZLINE PLINE, CLINE, ZBUFF) 550
EQUI I VALENCE f ZREC, C.REC) '580




EGUIVALENCE(CPDB, IPE;t RPDB) :5al
COMMON/PDOC /YIPDO 581






23128 IF(.NOT.(J - LE ISZY ))GOT023130 '583
CALLINPLNZ(i, 100001' ZLINE, J, ISZX, ZREC) !584













RYRY+FLO AT( IPDB(252)) !595
CALLRPRINT('The x c*nter is .RX) 96
CALLRPRINT( 'The y c nttr is RY )
CLOSE (UNIT=I) '398











SURROUT INECALC20 (CSTR, N1, N2. N3) '614
IMPLICITBYTE(B-C), INTEGER*2(I-N), REAL*4(A, E-H, 0-Y), REAL*S(D), COMP
*LEX*(7Z) !615,
BYTECSTR(81) !616
CALLBOPENF( CSTR, t, 'old') '617
CONTINUE !618
I-i '618





















C ALL R GET (Y22) 1631









CALLRPRINT('The angle (radians) is ',THETA) 641
CALLRPRINT( 'The angle (degrees) is ',THETA*180./3.14159265358979) 1642
CALLBOPENP(CSTR,1,3*(N3-1)) !643
CALLRPUT( ''i THETA) 644




SUBROUTINECOPY(CSTR1, CSTR2, N) !144
D IMENSIONX( 128) ! 145
OPEN(UNIT=1, ACCESS='DIRECT'. RECORDSIZE-=128, TYPEW'OLD'. NAME=CSTR1)










SUBROUTINEOPNFNW(CSTR, IUNIT, 100011, ISZX, ISZY '10
IMPLICI rBYTE(B-C), INTECER*2U1--N). REAL*4(A. E-H, O-Y), REAL*(D;, COmp
LEX*8() '161
1 NT ECGFPD~ 12 f-D3
FEu AL E E * -'lB F,. '"L- I i.2
COMM01'PDDC/i 03 1 2
UYTECWOI; 2al) 1 i-3
U fTECSTR (S I' I ! h
IslNDEX(CSTR. '3
IOOO13*=2-1+FL0AT 0A ISTGX) *FLOAT (ISZY 64.0 999 167
Z3'K1 OPEN(UN11=IUNIT, NAMEnCSTP, TutPE 'NEW'. ACCESS='DIRECT'. RECORDS IZE1
*28, INI rTALSIZEn,00ooo,3, ASSOCIATEVA4 IABLEwu00011, BUFFERCOUNTa2) '170
RETURN '171
END !172
SUBROIJT QNEfNFOD TF .'1NUT ,I o(:; . Sax : s ' ISO





EOUIvALENC Pr.8 1 * D. RPD3 '3
COMMON/PD8C/J!D9 !183
BYTEC0442(341) 194
BYTEC I R( 81 85
1NDE Y (, C.Tr ,
*28. ASOC I A IEV AR AB 1.E' 0001 . 1UF FER CUNT=2 ) 29
F;l I P Th P. V ll
END !194
SUBRrjUTlNu-'**'VfIG, ! :, 7"i Al
TMPLlCITB'vTE (l-C). - !N1E'.EF-*Z 1-.N) . FEA^L*4 -A, '-- -) AL P
*LEX*S(Z) !200
C(MMONVSVC /LOO014, LIHOLD, BC-0015 !201
BYTEC0O01 5(SI) ' 202





READ(IUNIT, 1' 00015 !207
FORMAT(LI) !209
IF(.NOT. ( FALSE ))GOT023004
:2300 CALLGTLIN(C00016,C00012) !210




















DATA C00012/73,115.32. 116,104,101 114 101.32 97 .2, i1 , I 15- 11 42
49, 32, i3. 32, -128. 0/ '220
END '220
LOGICALFUNCT TONCUP*I (CHAR >224
IMPL IC I TBVYTE'U-C). IN4 E*ER*2 ( I-N) .REAL*4 (A, E-H, O-Y R.EALB(V MCOMP
*LEX*(Z) '225
C
I CNOT '.- 2'R )0A!






LOGICALFUNCTTONEGFLG*1< CSTR 1, CSTR2) '235
IMPICIinTik-N ITEGR*2 f-N), FEAL*4(Ao E-H,
*LEX * () 23
B YT E C RI '. S! -72 123.






:2 i I CONTrfNV' '9'.42
RETURN v.43
END s44
IMw t P.(ZVFiG- ),  NTEGEl- PF.44(A. -
*LEX*B(Z> ?.I
C
IF (. NOT. i BEEiFL s
800015= FALSE.
23012 CONTINUE 1254














IWM AT, 'v U T, Ci%3012 !252
IWHAT, no v v GT2014 t4
IWNAT, 'ho)d')))GOTO23016 '256
';57
IWHAT. 'contintie '))GOTGJ23018 258
'259







'.?6-V>, EAL* D)- C MP















23025 CONTINUE !2 74
CALLIPOKE('172600, "2000) '275
CALLIPOKE ("172600+4, 0) !276
23020 CONTINUE '278
IF(. NOT. (OO015))GOTO23028 ' 278
RETURN 279
23029 CONTINUE '291
IF(. NOT. (3E'3FLG(IWHAT 'on ')) 100T023030 '291
CALLIPOKE( '172600, ) 22
23030 CONTINUE '283
IF(.NOT. (EGFLG(IWHAT, 'of'ul))GOT023032 !283
CALLIPOKE("172600, "2000) !284
23032 CONTINUE !296
. IF(. NOT. 'BEGFL:(TWHAT, 'all ) OR. DEQFLG(IWHAT 'b t maps 'MGOT0230 3
*34 286
CALLIPOKE( "172620, IPEEK( "172620). AND. .NOT. "400) '287




SUBROUT I NEVSVVET ( L INEo I C OL) '296
IMPLICITYTE(S-C). NTEGER*2(I-N): REAL4A, E-H-)
*LEX*8(Z) !297
COPI4N/VSVC/LO0014 DHOLD D00015 '298
C
LOOO14=L INE 300






SUBROUTINECPRINT(CSTR, CVAL, N) 308








23038 IF(. NOT. (K LE . 80 AND* CSTR (K ) NE . AND .STR K IL13










23041 IF(.NOT.(I . LE . N ))GOT023043 !317

























REAL*4 A, E-H, C-Y. EALeD), COMP
ENCO)E' 15. 1, CPVAL)PVAL- !334
1 FORMT ( G15. 7. AOOO17) !335
CONTINUE '336
1=15 '336
23049 IF(.NOT (r GT 1 AND (CRVAL (I ) EQ 32 OR CkVAL (1












COMMON/ VSVC,'L00 14, 2HOLD, 100015 '347



































CALLIPOKE "44, "10100. OR. 100018) !363






















23070 IF(.NOT. (I . LE . 80 . AND .CSR (I











SUBROUTINEASK(CSTR, C000 12) '393
IMPLICITDYTE(B-C), INTEGER*2(I-N), REAL
*LEX*8(Z) '394






DATAIDBASE/10/ D00019/. TRUE. / !401
CALLRCTRLO '403
CALLZ200(C00012, C00016) '404







CALLIPOKE( "44, "10100. OR. 10001) '416
CONTINUE '417
'j1 '417




NE 0 AND CSTR (I










23081 IF(. NOT. (I. GT. 0. AND. I. NE. 127))GC
23082 CONTINUE !424


































23087. IF(. NOT. . LE . 80. AND . CSTR1 (I ) . NE. 0 AND. CSTR1 (1













LOGICALFUNCTIONBOPENF*1 (CSTR, IUNIT, CTYPE) 4,9






IF (. NOT. (CSTR ( E1).. 0) ) GOTo23092 '465
CALLASK(CSTR2, 'File name 1 ) '466
GOT023093 -467
23092 CONTINUE '467
CALLSCOPY(CSTR. CsTR2, 90) '46L.
C3093 CONTINUE '468
1F(. NOT (INDEX (CSTR2, . ') E0.O))GOTt23094 '469






IF(. NOT. (BEGFLG(CTYPE, 'new')) )GOT023096 !471
OPEN(UNIT=LUN,NAMEWCSTR2, TYPE-'NEW', CARRIAGECONTROL='LIST') 472
23096 CONTINUE !473
IF(. NOT. (BEGFLG(CTYPE, 'old')) )GOT023098 !473
OPEN(UNIT=LUN, NAME=CSTR2, TYPE='OLD', CARRIAGECONTROL='LIST', ERR=i) !474
IF(.NOT. (.FALSE. ))QOTO23100 475




IF(. NOT. (BEGFLG(CTYPE, 'unknown')))GOT023102 !480
OPEN(UNITLUN, NAME=CSTR2, TYPE=-'UNKNOWN' CARRIAGECONTROL-'L IST 451
23102 CONTINUE 7482
BOPENF. TRUE. ! 482
RETURN !483
END '484
LOGICALFUNCTIONDOPENP* L( C STR, IUNtIT, N) !488





COMMON/SFC/LUN, CSTR2 ! 492
LUN=IUNIT '494
IF(.NOT. (CSTR(l). E. 0))GOT023104 !495
CALLASK(CSTR2 'File name ? ') '496
Q0T023105 !497
23104 CONTINUE !497
CALLSCOPY(CSTR, CSTR2 80) !498
23105 CONTINUE !498
IF(. NOT. (INDEX (CSTR2, '. . . 0))GOT023106 !499
CALLCONCAT (CSTR28 '. DAT '. CSTR2, 80) '500
23106 CONTINUE !501
IF NOT. (N. QT. 1) )GOT023108 !501
OPEIN(NIT=LUNNAME-CSTR2, TYPE='OLD', CARRIAGECONTROL 'LIST. ERR-i) 502
IF(. NOT. (.FALSE. )) G0T023110 !503












OPEN(UNITLUN, NAME=CSTR2, TYPE='NEW', CARRIAGECONTROL= LIST) '511
CONTINUE !512
I-i !512































SUBROUTINERPUT(CSTR, R) ! 145













IMPLICIT2YTE(B-C) INTEGER+2(1-N),REAL*4(A.E-HO-Y) REAL*E(D). COMP 160
*LEX*S(Z) !160
BYTECSTR2(81) '161







IMPLICZITDYTE(B-C) LINTEGER*2(I-N) REAL*4(A,E-H,O-Y),REAL*S(D LCOMP 1174
*LEX*84 ) !174



























IMPLICIT3YTE(B-C), INTEGER*2(I--N), REAL*4(A, E-H, O-Y) , AEAL*8(D) .CoMP 0
*LEX*8CZ) !200




















23014 IF(. NOT. (I . LE IOUPSZ ))GOTO23016 !209
LINE2(I)=LINE2(12) '210













IMPLICITDYTE(B-C), INTEGER*2(I-N),REAL*4(A E-H,0-Y), REAL8 (D) COMP 2 3
*LEX*8(Z) '223




EQUIVALENCE(CPDB. IPDS, RPDB) !225
COMNON/PDBC/IPDB !225
COMMON/SZC/ INPSZ, IOUPSZ, C I FORM., COFORM, 100011, 100012 '226




OPEN(UNI T=J UNI TI. NAME=CSTR, TYPE= 'OLD', ACCEIS ='I; REC T '. BFFER CJUNT
* 2, ASSOC IAEVARIAIL.E=00013 RECORDSIZE=129) '234
READ( IUN1TX '1) [PPD !235
TNPSZUIPDB(15) '236.
IF(.NOT. I(CIFORM. E. 'Z'))GOT023019 !238
N00014=2-1+FLOAT( INPSZ)*FLOAT(IPDB( 16) )/64+0. 999 240
GOT023020 '241
23019 CONTINUE !241







IMPLICITBYTE(B-C) LINTEGER*2(I-N),REAL*4(AE-H, c-Y),REAL*E(D),COMP 256
*LEX*8(Z) !256
COMMON/INPC/IUNITI, 100013, IPTRI. NO0014 !257






DO 230211=1, INPSZ !264
IF(. NOT. (IPTRI. GT. 512))GOT023023 !265














IMPLICITUYTE(B-C) ,INTEGER*2(I-N). REAL*4(A.E-HO-Y), REAL+8(D), COMP ZL
*LEX*S(Z) !281
COMMON/OUPC/IUNITO, 100017, IPTRO, 000018 '282












OPEN(UNITnIUNITO, NAMEwCSTR, TYPEm'NEW', ACCESS='! IRECT', RECORDSIZE2





















COMMON/OUPC/IUNITO, 100017 IPTRO, 000018 !320
COMPLEX*BZLINE1 (256) !321
CALLOLNZSR ( ZLINEI) !323









COMMON/SZC/INPSZ, IOUPSZ, CIFORM, COFORM, 100011. 100012 '333


















COMMON/SZC/TNPSZ, 7OUPSZ, CTFORM, COFORM. 100011, 100012 353
COMMON/oUPC/IUNITO, 100017, !PTRO, 100018 '354
COMPLEX*BZRECO(64) !355
COMMON/ ZRECOC / 7RECO 35
DO 230351=1.IOUPSZ '357
ZRECO(IPTRO)=(0 .0 ) !358
IPTROXIPTRO+l !359








LOQICALFUNC TIONCFORM*1 (CSTR) !371
IMPLICITBYTE(B-C), INTEOER*2(I-N) REAL*4(A, (-H, O-Y), REAL*B(D), COMP 372
*LEX*8(Z) !372
BYTECSTR(81) !373-
I=INDEX(CSTR, '. ') !375









IMPLICITBYTE(B-C). IN TEGER*2(-N),REAL*4(AE-H,0-Y),REAL*S(D), COMP !389
*LEX*8(Z) '389
COMMON/SZC/INPSZ, IOUPSZ, CIFORM, COFORM, 100011, 300012 390
COMMON/INPC/IUNITI, 100013. IPTRI. NO0014 '391




EQUIVALENCE(CPDB IPDH, RPDB) !393
COMMON/PDBC/IPDB !393
IF(.NOT. (900018))GOTO23041 !395











SUBROUTINEINPLNZ(IUNIT, 100019, ZLINE, IY, ISZ, ZREC) !405





DO 230451=1, ISZ !411










SUBROUTINEOUPLNZ(IUNIT, 100019, ZLINE, IY, ISZ, ZREC) '424
















SUBROUTINEFFT(Z, N. DOQOlO) 442
INTEGER*2N, I, J, K, TWOK '443
REAL*4S,DOOO10 !444
COMPLEX*SZ (N) U, W, TEMP !445
C
IF (. NOT. (DO0010. EG. 'I nvr s . OR. D00010. EG. 'INVERSE )GOT023053 1447
Sm-3. 14159265358979 !448












:10 -7 IF(. NOT. (I . LT . N ))GOTO23059 '455







































SU3ROUTINETRANSP(IUNITo 100019, ISZ) !484






REAL*4RLINE1 (512), RLINE2(512) 486
BYTECLINEl (256) CLINE2(256) '486
BYTECREC1(512),CREC2(512)- 5486
EGUIVALENCE (ZLINEs ZLINEI, RLINEI, Z.BUFF) !486
EGUIVALENCE (ZLINE(257). ZLINE2, RLINE2) '486
EQUIVALENCE (ZREC1, CRECi). (ZREC2, CREC2) 5486








23072 IF(.NOT. (KSZ . GE 1 ))GOT023074 5489
\CONTINUE !490
JKml !490




23078 IF(.NOT. (J. LE JK + KSZ -1 ))GOT023080
CALLINPLNZ(IUNIT, 100019, ZLINE1, J. ISZ, ZREC1)
CALLINPLNZ(IUNIT, IOOO19,ZLINE2, J+KSZ, ISZZREC2)
DO 23081IK=1,ISZ,2*KSZ !494


































Tutorial for using the programs for VAX System
Put the reference picture OCRI.PIC in the RK1: of RT-11 at Man-Vehicle
Laboratory. PUt the program disc which includes YTFS1.RAT which is for
defining the subpicture location. If edit is necessary for this program,







Get the reference picture on the video screen by the next command.
COPY RKI:OCRI.PIC VD:
If VD: is not installed, install VD: by this command
INSTALL VD:
and copy OCRI.PIC on the video screen. DAT: is assaigned to RK1: by BOOT
command. Run the program by the next command.
RUN YTFS1
You are asked to define the subpicture location. Move the box on the video
screen by analog input and hit the space key to define the subpioture
locatioin. The data is stored DAT:A.DAT and DAT:B.DAT. You must transfer
this data into the VAX System at Tufts Medical School Image Analysis
Laboratory.
You must transform the picture files OCRI.PIC and OCR2.PIC into
transmittable format to Tufts VAX System. Put these picture data file in
RK1: of RT-i1 And run the program MITFS which is in the program disc in
RK2:. Out put files are OCRI.TFS and OCR2.TFS. These files can be
transfered to Tufts VAX System.
To use the VAX System from NIT, connect the terminal to the telephone line
by the modem. The telephone number of Tufts VAX are
956-7474,7475,7476,7477,7478,7479
User name is SPACEYE. Password is ***" . Assign DAT: by the following
command.
ASS DR1:[SPACEYE] DAT:
All prograns of YTFS2.FOR, YTFS3.FOR, YTFS4.FOR and TFSPIC.FOR must be in




You must reconstruct the picture data file from the transmittable format
into the original picture data format. This is done by the program
TFSPIC.FOR. This program transform only one data file. So, you must edit
the name of the file and again run the program to get the two picture
files. ( Calling subroutine twice in the main part of this program caused
an error. I don't know the reason. )
RUN TFSPIC
And you will get the original picture data files.
Run YTFS2 first to get necessary data files for using YTFS3 by the command
RUN YTFS2
and run the main program for the calculation of rotation angle by the
command
RUN YTFS3
The rotation data is stored in the file OCRBOX.DAT.
134
PROGRAM YTFS1.RAT
* 13-Feb-95 - Rov A
Yoshihiro Nagashima
* This program defines the x--y coodinate of subpicture location ri
* data are stored in data file DAT:A.DAT and DAT.DA.AT
Caution:When you define the location of subpictures, pieaE o' t ..*s








4-4 1-4~~~~~~~~~ *4-***4* 4.w*** t-44'I- v~- Or**~I~.- *.~( 4 f. .-r C r 4**
-n MAXENRE
lefiie FMTSTAT.
J iafInre WJNI T I # o -ica I u n it f c
defa-ne PI 3 141 592q535i'- 9
def ine TP-IMPLICIT imp'-imit bytelt,--c .into ger.v- i -n). -o l a -- h, o--y
real*Seds complex-S- z -
aefina CHARACTER byte
.ane CMSAVEFILE CHARACTEP :E S1.,
common s C un, c strr
j;#*p#########naa~##**##**#t4tt# 1#R PgIni#t ### If J #43I-nJ 1a. Lta L ,4n It i e.,d;tset:n;
# main program
n ,t4*.##*#####*#w *tt&#tw####4 T'###f###tt##*##I* fteu *M 4 tj; #wa sLnt?1 av t it It######## % 4s ##0 ## f PI It 1$ *2# * 1; #it I***# #;Si 41 #4: r ., y 29#gett
call PRINT('Please devin& tubpictur. A by the space key
call box(ixiy,64,641 * deine S bpicture A
x-f, ]oat(ix)
y=Floati y)
call bopen ('DAT: A. DAT', UNIT 1, 'new'
Cali yrput(x)
c".se(unit=UNIT 1)
I Il PRINT( 'PleaSe .10f 0 1 -. b ict.un
.ial box(ixiy,64,64P 0 dei. tubplctjre 2 n
dIoat(ii.)







This program makes necessary data files which are Iused by YTrS3.RAr
* Inputs: ocrl.pic Reference raw picture 256*256 byte diff;tnsion
a. dat x--y coodinate data of subpicturt A
* b. dat x-v coodinate data of subpictlwre 2
Outputs:ocrl.pi.
zal. subpicture Al extracted from ocri.z
* i 4. k PA i
bi. z
* A& %. UI an Hr v.
regian of interest is also def %nz
ready to use in YTF3 PAT
iubpicture Dl extracted from zc
filterod witn Me xican l4-t
rgio c)f jnterust , A
T.*&oy to us* in YTr3 A

















1 Logical unit for fi+ 1
3 14I5'25359979










c omp le x*8
c amp lex*S







call PRINT('I am making a mask file')
call ymaksr(ONEZ..4.64.*1 32.3a.10, i l)
Sbuffer,








1 )- : i ne
61,-r, -Z.
# ROI location is (32, 32)
# ROI dimension is 10*10
call PRINT('I am making subpicture AU')
call y sbpic (AtZ, 'DAT: OCR1. PIC', 'DAT: A. DAT')
call PRINT('I am making subpicture BlZ')
call ysbpic(B1Z, 'DAT- OCR1. PIC', 'DAT: B. DAT')
* mexican hat
call PRINT('making Mexican hat filtvr')
call ymksrS(MHZ. 64, 64, 1., 22.* 3Z. .0 7071068)
call rot11(MHZ, MHFZ, 3 *2,-3Q)
cali PRINT('FFT of the Mexican har filter'I




Make nekrican hat fiit':
M HZ I errqg name er
# 6444 J A.7. ST
tnew cat a arra
to
ykeep(MHPZ, *AT OHF.7 "')
PPINT( 'mking c.-:g r.ask of f':ter
ymaksr(MSK?.64, 64, . 32.3.2S.2'S)
option 10 Is FFT
Me :can He4a Fa'3ter
4 make *dge Tas of
# mvi-:an hat Filter
O !,.ask dimensic? Lt
S:4*4
call ykeep(MSKZ, 'DA1. MSK. Z')
ua###aaeugenawe4tn MWt**a*4u$;rt##;##fi* ~nsrn ;;;48 n ; e p zs~st*,jgne'
it -nox izan lhat
0# ##ds###@s#####*#**$#tP#t*4aft4## 4Ug#$ sk*~ ri~ 4a s.**aI1 i!Z*44##*#tM Itg t f*
.l P INT( 'F T of sp .re
call yxform(lOAlZ 0 FFT ,) A1
al gx fora ( 10, 1Z FFT of BiZ
call PRINT( 'filter ing ub pictures Al Z1 Z with M* x ic-at. i eitr'
call 2fi (MHF!, AIZ. 20 . 0001) opt'c.r. .Z.1'*2
aLl 2fil(MHFZG1Z,20,0 0001" 0 .0p tin . C) 1 2
* i ii MHFZ
11 PRINT('FFTE-13 cf filtered subpictvr94. '
c l y xform(1[. AIZ) I FFT 1
137
tali FR I PT: - 2c- m a sk ir 2 D i s bp .c -u re s
Wr46o.&d uTew #a pus
put)
Z. 3NOC I VG, 'Z NO d a o 4 ft -
Z. 'Iv .LVG, *Zlv)doonhf I I Lm-.
.L4 *(Z3No'o7)wJOtKU II"~
IJA # (ZI~gOT)w.LOixfh TI"
ZSNO 44TM ZIG OZHWWACU # (ZT97Z3NO)'WOU'I I"
Z3NC) 44Tm ZIV exiewdou # (ZIV'Z3NC)i~wJOuA 110'
(,Zl6 'I ZTv sa.f4n4tdqns wojk 10 IOtww. UKIW).NIlld Tie:
404~IT4, 44 uw~txfW #0 puo *
218 ST aP
ZY"SW ST TZ *
StI=~ N! uot~do iT0*1a TMWl~f 1 II"
ZIv ST az J#
3Z~~jZ Z)4S St oz! 4*j~o IZT~ ?O o~a4 (1000 00OaZV'ZM1SW)Id~z Ile"
/ ***********4*****e**4*****4****************************.*.******.**
* PROGRAM YTFS3. RAT
* 13-Feb-85 Rev. A
4' Yoshihiro Nagashima
* This program calculates the rotation angle of a data picture using
* some data file
* Inputs: ocr2. pic raw data picture 256*256 by te dimens ion
al. z subpicture Al extracted from OCRI PIC
reference picture )
b. z subpicture B1 extracted from OCi. PrC (
* reference picture
* a. dot x-V coodinate of location of subpictwre Al
b. dat x-j coodinate of location of subpicture 31
* mhf. z Mexican Hat Filter ( already fft'ed
msk. z edge mask
Outputs: ocr2. pic
* al z subpicture Al extracted from OCR1.rPIC
bi. z subpicture 81 extracted from )CR1 PlC
* a. dat .y center data of suapicturc- A
* b dat x-y center data of subpictT'(E 3
* mhf. : FFT of Mexican Hat Filter
msk. z mask of NHF
* one.z ROI mask
ocrbox dat the two data are theta ( radian ) and
* theta C degree
* R RATFOR
















1 * Logical unit for file 1
3. 14159265358979















c.,MIl ax*8 AIIi Z64- 64)
139
complex*8 B1Z1(64 64)
call PRINT('I am making subpicture A2Z')
call ysbpic(A2LZ 'DAT:OCR2. PIC', 'DAT. A. DAT')
call PRINT('I am making subpicture D2Z ')
call ysbpicB2Z. 'DAT:OCR2. PIC 'DAT:B. DAT')
***##***#*#*** *# #..,##***p***# ####** #44*####*#t.i
# mexican hat
call PRINT('FFT of subpictures')
call yxform(10,A2Z # FFT of A2Z
call yxform(1QD2Z) * FFT of 92Z
call PRYNT('filtering subpictures A24 52Z with Mexican Hat Filter'
call filbuf('DAT:MHF.Z',MHFZ) 0 get data frcom file into of-
call 2fiI(MHFZ., A2Z, 20.0. 0001) # option 20 is Z2=ZI:2
# : iS MPF
# ZZ Is A2Z
call t2fil(MHFZ,2Z.20,0 0001) # opti on 20 is 2 2l:1
# Z1 is MNFZ
*2 s 0 2
call PRINT( 'FFTE-IJ of filteved subpictu- es'
call t xform(11.,A2Z) # FFTE-13 of A2Z
call y xform(11,82Z) # FFTr-ii of B27
call PRINT('edge masking of subpictures')
call filbufW'DAT.MSK Z',MSKZ) * get data from file into uvA
call y2fil(MSKZ.A2Z, 20, 0. 0001) # opion 20 is z2-l z*2
z1 is MSKZ
z 2 s A2Z
call y2fil(MSKZ 82Z. 20,0.0001) * option 20 is 22l*z
* zl is MSKZ
z2 is D2Z
* nd o mexicati hat filter
ocrpc
# ## ## #**#Q##*#44#**$ *.*##is..
cj1 RINT('correlating')
I' :caPY(A2ZAA21, 64) c p yeaeaz .
c.1lI cop(B2ZBB2Z,64) copy recordsize is .4
call y2fil(A2Z AA2Z,20,0. 0001, # op20 is zZ=-:
call y2fi1(82Z,DB22, 200.0001 # op20 is :2mzl*:2
caLl PRINT('FFT for correlating')
a L 1 xformt10,A2Z) F
call iyxform(10,82Z) 4 FFT
cal I x form(10,AA2Z) to FFT
i:ll xform(10,R82Z) FFT
cisll PRINT('I an tired")


































..a11 y2fi ONEZ1, A171, 23, 0. 0001)
call y2fil(ONEZ2, B1Z1a,23,0. 0001)
call PRINT('Finding peak')
call ypeak4(A1Z.K x2a, 2a, rnl1)
call datatr('DAT.A DAT', x1a,y1a)
call ypeak4CBl1 x2b 42b rn2)
call datatr( 'DAT B. DAT', xlb, yVb)
# op21 is z2=z1*conjg9i2)
# op21 is z2=z1*conjgt;2)

























# get x--j coodinat* of
* of subpic A
call 4clc20( x2a, y 2 a, a la, gla, x2b, j2b, x Ib, ytlb- 'fAT OCRBOX. DAT' 1 1
# calculation of argli
end
o endof#maiprogra#1## ##1 e##tts




# get x-y coodinate of
# of subpic B
first location
PROGRAM YTFS4. RAT
* 13-Feb-85 Rev. A
* Yoshihiro Nagashima
* This program contains the subroutines which are to be linked W .h




























ief ine FMTSTAT format(gI5. 7
define VNIT - 1 # Logical unit for file 1
define Pr 2. 141592633353979
define TP-IMPLICIT implicit byte(b--c), integer*2(i-n), real*4(af'e-h, o-y
r*a1*S(dh complex*Stz)
define CHARACTER byte
define COMSAVEFILE CHARACTER cstr2(81); \
common / sfc, 'lun, c str2
# main subroutines
##*#***#*#*## #***#####*R******##**$*$0**#4##*** *r4 4* 4* # # t
subroutine ymaksr isub i4sry, rmagr iax, ii i xc, iyc) # aase rectangri ,r.ass.
v zsub is dummy array in buFf*r act.:al dimention msnvt co e-f'ied ire na:.n
# .program.
Qomp Iex*e zsub(64, 64) jzmag
142
zmag=cmp1x(rmag,O. )








j)=(0. , 0. )
ge. iyO-ijc). and. (j. le. iyO+iyc )) and. \
(( . ge. ixO-ixc). and. (i. I*. ix0+j xc)))
zsub(i, j)=zmag
subr outine ytwDictzsb c strI.cstr2)
0 this subroutine makes -wbpictr;1s of 4 b'^te arern .&n
64*64 cr -Moltx+ di .!i,n from 25672M6 t-j *ti
$ raw Oicttore
* cstri is Z56+256 dimension original raw picture- a nd &ts date
type is bytes
cstr2 is x-y coodinate data of subpictLlpe
cstr3 is 64+64 subpicture, and its data type is butes.
* cstr4 is 64*64 subpicture. but its data type is combl''S
zsub is dt.ny array stored in buffer dimension CJ actual 3r-au










call bopenf(citr2,2, 'old') # 2 is unit number
call rgettx * ( xO,C i the center of -- tric
call rget(yO0
close(unit=2-
x0mxO-32. # ( xO, jQ ) is the upper left of subpic
yO=yO-32



































do i=1, 256 C
if((i. go. 1). and.(i 1. 9iO+ 6 3 -256)).or.
(.go. ijO). and. (± 1. 256))) C-
1-1















zsub(,t, j)wcmplix(f uit tisjb~ j) z carnver r
end
.,voutine ymksre(zsib is x iszy.rmag xO, 0, si
4 a.jkv mexican hat filter
MP MPLICIT
I Q l x*3, -s fjb i4, 6 4'
144
# zsub is dummy array in buffer. actual dimension nuit be defined in main
program.
zmagzicmplx(rmag,O. )
xIP4A,=aMin I(xO- I., f 10&t( iS.*x)-xO)
ymaxaminI (yO-I. f loat( is zy )-yo)
varinverse=. /sigma**2
twovarinverse=. /(2. *sigma**2)
%iga_4_2;_piinver se=1. /(sigma**4*sqrt(2. *oi))
for(ini i. It. iszy ; i*) C










# rotate or translate a picture
# :zcircular integer .translatiOn 1
# zI is zsubI
# z2 is zsub2
# x translation is ix
0 9 translation is ii
c '.plex*B zsubl(64-64), zsub2(64.c4)
ixwixl
iY=1 1




for( im1 ; i. 1a. 64 ini+1) C
do j=1, 6 4





0 FFT and FFTC-13
* iop 10 is FFT
It top It is FFTC-13
c omplex*8 zsub(64,64),zline(64)












f or( i=1 ; i. 1*. 64 ini+.I) C





call ft(zline, 64, 'inve')
do j=1,64
isub(i, j) zline( j)
return
P -
sutroutine 2fil(zsublt zsub2, iopprmin)
# It perForms and element by element *pration on the Files.
# To avoid 4ivide by O, when roal(zl) is less than rmin, tne result is %*t
# 0. rmin is defined as a fraction of the maximum value, rmax, in z1
# i-p 20 is z2=z2*z1
i -,-jp 21 is z =z1*conjg(z2
i iop 23 is z2=12/zl
# :;ubl, zsub2 are dummy arrays in buffer. actual dimcnsion Mnist be de*in-.
m uain program.
:cem leg*8 rsubl(S4,64), ziub2(64,64)



















do j=1, 6 4
(i.j1*conjg (zsub2(i, j))
if (abstrea ( ziub I( i, i > - e. re '. I







::mp ex*8 zs'jb1 (64, 64), zsub2(64, 64), zsum, :,riean
y -eEiI1npelZ0. zsuma(O. ,0. );surnsq=O I I j 64 4 - 1 C
do je 
0*4








if(npel. eq. 0) C





for (i ; i. 10. 64 ; j=i+1) C
do j1,.64
if(rea1(zsub1(i j) ). ne. 0. )










zsub(A j)cmpx(sqrt(amax x1(0. real(zsub ))) O )
3
rEtorn
-jbtoutine ypeak4(zsub % .rn)
-omp lex*S rsub (64,64), tsub2(64. 64)
*~a34 f (3 3), temp-(3)
t0 -1, 2, f3)=( f 1f3) /(42 *( fl-2 *f2+f3)
- .o f;_t ( t,fl12 2, f3)=( P -2. of2+-f31/2 *t0**-.+4( 3-f1 /2. *t0+f2
SEil= x=0. . rn=0. , rmax=-1. E381 it. 64 xi*-1 I[










if' rn. eq. 0.)





call PRINT('More than one peak found')
elset








for(Citersml;tx=O. .tOO=. 3 ; iters. le.3 iters=iterS+1) C
do j=1l3
tomp (j)nf-Of-t ( toy, f (j., 1, f ( j -2.1, f~j 3))
tOxaatO( temp ( 1), temp (2) a temp (3) )
do j=1,3
temp( j)nf~of_t(tox, f(lj), f(2,j'- f3, j))




f. x f ei x ( x ). 9 t. 64/2)
xwx -64.




subroutine datatr cstr, x,)
$t data tramsfor
# *et x-y coodinate data of a subpicture Prom a data file into buffer-




ibroutine yc1c2O(x2a. 42a, x1a, 41a, Y2b y 2b. xb 1 ib cstr. )
n *.alculate the angle
* (.2ay2a) is peak location of subpic A
* xla,g1a) is original subpic A location
# ( 2by2b) is peak location of subpic 0


































open( unitulur. namezec str.
if failse. ) r-
1 bopenF=. fie .
return












tqp*='14EW', carr tage contr. !='LIGT )
t n'LD-a r r rree-t =LS
Vgpt'NK NOWN ', c a r- a g:::n t-, nL S
open(unitnlun,name=cstr,type='OLD'carriagecontro1='L ST',err 1








opern(unit=Iun, name=cstr, type='NEW' carriag econtrol ='L IST ')









3pe n(unit=1, access= DIRECT', namemc tr, type='NEW recor ii s









.. mp lex*8 z sub(64, 64)
ccmplex*S zline(64)
t,-en n t- "c c ,s a RECT',1), it,.jcce;cz'7MPECV
41e =1 -64 E
read z 1 1 ne
do j-l, 4






























r oije(lun, 1) r
SFMTSTAT
sjoroutine fft(zn,direction
i.rtogar*2 n, i. j, k. twok
r iilo-4 s. d irect ionl
ccnp 1ex*8 z (n), u, w, temp
fi rection. eq. 'inv* '. or. d irecton. eo. . E NE C
sm-PI





j.>r jnj I i. I t. n ii + C
if i. It. j) E #
tempmz( j)
















# Number of stages equals* logC23 of n
for 1tk=1; twok=23 twok. lo. n ; Ek=twoki twok=2*twok3) E
uu( 1. , . )
w=cexp(cmplx(O.,-s/float(k)))
# Numper of bufferfiles equals k*n/twok = n/2








.-rout ine .4trns p zub
# butterfly
*
.ex*S z . .# ( 4.64
*:: i1ex40C ztemnp(64.64)
do j'1 64




t b . . ,






















COMPLEX*SONEZ(64, 64) ' 48
COMPLEX*SA1Z(64. 64) !49
COMPLEX*SBIZ(64. 64) 'O
COMPL.EX*8MHZ (64, 64) '51
COMPLEX*8MHFZ(&4. 84) !52
COMPLEX*8MSKZV64- 64) '53
CALLPRINT('I am making mas f :1le') '57
CALL fMAKSP (CNS 7 4. d, 1. .3Z, -2. 1), 10) '98
CALLPRINT( 'I am making subpict o AjZ') '66
CALLY8PI C (A1Z. DAT: OCR1. PIC ', 'DAT- A. DAT')
CALLPRINT( 'I afn mavi!g svb pic tu' E ') e!I
CALLYSv FiC'891Z. DAT. 0CR1.P IC' '1A T-B DAT)
CALLPRIN'T( 'man g Movican hat fi tor '77
CALL.YMK'.RBt.MHZ.64,64,1. ,32. .32 -- 7O7108
CALLYPOT1 I(MHZ. MHFZ. -32, -32 86
CALLPRIN1'FFT of tte Mexicar; nst 4;ilter')
C AL.L Yx FOR m VIr,. MHF '. 91
CALLYPi.sJF:P 'DAT !"!-iF
C AL L. F IN r-41r T u .na e .ier
CALLYMAKBR (MSA"2 64- - 3Z. 32. q6 6) '7
CAL.LYKE-EP.MSY. .A "SK.30
CALLPRINT( 'FFT c p# 's '110
CALLr Vx IP'rI. 
CALLYXFPT' .10. cus Z
CALLPRINT, 'f i t trv og svbo ic4 turie; A17 31Z wit
*! !1141 AL- Y2 I 11. 1 i. Z. Al 7. 1Z. 0 r., 1
C ALL'V. F! 1..'1HF P7 S . .
SAL -.. ' IT t .- 1 eed
CALL XFOR M 1. A1 Z
CALLYXFOPM( '. 162 2
CALLPR INT 'edge mas i-..q
CALLY2FIL. (MKZ. AI. 10 0 XOO1)
CALLY2FIL (MSKZ. 611, c0. 00 01)
CALLFP INT ' ing R0I ir o bFp
CALLYNRPMF (ON Z. Al Z
CALLYNORMF( CNE.I11Z' '140




CALL .'VEEP-'!t . 'DAT. f >'
CALLYKEEP (JNEZ, 'DAT- ONE. Z'
70
% I -e ' I 1 ~.1
1ctLIrC~~ AU ~.. 1hZ'
'133
154
h M x ican Hat Fil ter'
138
COMPLEX *A2Z (64, 64-) !54
COMPLEX.812Z (64, 64) 55
COMPLEX*SMHFZ (64 64) 56
COMPLEX*SMSKZ (64, 64) !57
COMPLEX*SAA2Z (64. 64) 58
COMPLEX.88D2Z (64, 64) !59




CALLPPINT('I am making Subpicture A2Z') '65
CALLYSDPIC (A2Z, 'DAT. OCR2. PC '. DAT - A. DAT')
CALLPRINT('I am making subpicture BeZ ) !67
CALLYSBP!C (02 'DAT OCR2. P IC ', 'DAT: B. DAT
CALLPRINT('FFT of suboicturesf) '75
CALLYXFORM( 10, A1ZZ) 176
CALLYXFQRM'10. 12Z) 77
CALLPINT('f'tiringJ': A22 32Z with
)!79
CALLFILBUF cDAT- MHF Z ',MHFZI ' 0
CALLY2FIL MHF Z, A2, 20, 0 0001 ) 'S I
CALLY2FILMHFZ, DsZ. 20, 0. 0001) '94
CALLPRINT ( 'FF T!. -- 1. ' -5 F il t 1 r * 3r b p I . tur es'
CALLYXFORM(1,. A2Z)
CALLYXFORM( 11, 52Z) !9
CALLPRINT(*dge maSking of suboicturs') '91
CALLFILBUF( DAT: MSK Z'. MSK.)
CALLY2FIL(MSKZ AZZ 20, 0.0001) '92
CALLY2FIL (MSKZ, D2Z 2.0. .0001) 96
CALLPPINT(I'correlating') '11'7
CALLCOPY(A2Z. AA2Z, -.4) '110
CALLCOPY (B2Z, B2Z - 111
CALLY2FIL(A2Z AA2Z. 20, 0. 0001) 113
CALLY2FL(2Z1 D32Z, 20, 0. 0001) 114


















'LAT: Al. V', AIZ I)








CALLFtLBfUF( 'DAT: ONE. Z '. IEZ1 N
CALLCOPY(ONEZL, ONEZ2. 64) !132
CALLY2FIL(AA2Z ONE Z 21 , 0001)
CALLY2FIL(92, ONEZ2. 21, 0. 0001)
CALLPRINT('FFTC-13') ! 137
CALLYXFORM(1,A2?I) 13
CALLYXFORM(1l. B I) .139
CALLYXFO-M' 11, 0NEZ 14 1 4




CALLP91 INT(E'almost lon7 14.47
CALL Y2w A"&.%'ONE 1. A1 0.. O











MS A-i..:an ia t r i Iipx r
CALLYPEAK4(AIZI, X2A, 2A, RN1)
CALLDATATR( 'DAT: A. DAT', XIA, YIA)
CALLYPEAK4(B1ZI, X-28, Y2B, RN2)
CALLDATATR( 'DAT: B. [AT', X1B, YIB)




Y2., X1B, YI, 'DAT CCREOX. DAT', 1)
156
164
SUeROUTINEYMAKSR(-ZSU, ISZX, 1SZY, RMAG, IXO, IYO, zxC. IV'c) '5
COMPLEX*SZSUB(64, 64), ZMAG '61
ZMAG=CMPLX(RMAG,0. ) !63
DO 230001=1, ISZX !64
DO 23002J=1. ISZY !65
ZSU9(IlJ)w(0..o.) !66
IF(. NOT. ((J.GE, IYO-TYC). AND (J. L ..IYO+IYC)',I.. I D E. I X r-I xC
*AND (I. LE.I Xrj+IXC)))),)GOT023004
ZSUB(IJ)=ZMAQ '69
23004 CONT I NUE '70






SUBROUT INEYSSi"ItC iZSUB. C STRI .CSTP 2.$ 1
CHARAC TER*(*)CSTi. CSTR2 'c4
IlYTECREC .L . CI
BYTEC.'J C(64 64) 09-
I NTEGEP o. I UB o4 4 , IC
COMPL EC.80 4C OMP L. Fx 1-8 7 REC 44 1 '0
EQUIVALENCE(C. [C) '101
DATAIC/0/ '102








IF (.NOT. ( T XO. LE Ci GOTO 200. '112
IXOlIXO+256 '113
23006 CONTINUE 1114
IF( NOT (IYO. LE. 0 GOTO23 0 08 114
IYO=IYO+256 '115
23008 CONTINUE !116





DO 23012)=.1, 512 '122
CPIC (II, JJ) CREC(J) 123
Jjujj+j '124










IF. NOT cIYO:-3) LE. 256- )GOTo23O1b 134
DO 23018t=IvM, v0+63 '135
DO 23+20..' %0. YS+ 3 136
157
J2uJ !137




















IF(. NOT. ((1Y0*63). GT. 258) )GOTO
DO 230261=1.256 '151
IF (. NOT. I . gE. 1.AND I LE
+E. 256 0p )T 23 026'S
L=1 10.,4
J2,x ' 156
I F ( , - t -12. G T 2 * i -- - rT:2"3r -3 2
J2=J2- 256 ' 58
23Z02 CONT INUE 'it
LmL+1 '160
23030 CONTINUE '161



















C =CSUB (I, J) '171
ISUB(IJ)=IC 172.







SUBROUT INEYMVkSRS ZZL3 IS 1. z xW - . 0.
IMPLICITSYTEB-C), NTEGER 2(1-N I P . A -
*LEX*8(Z) !187
COMPLEX*PZSUD (64,6 -4 11s
ZMAG=CMPLX(RMAG, '. !191
XMAX=AMI*1Nt% x0-1. FLOA T( rSZ X )-XO) ! 192
YMAX=AMIN1 Y0-1. * LCA T ISY-Y -3
VC-000=1 2I1A+ 2 '
TOO~a=1. (2. * S I GMA *+*2 015
S00Ci001 ( IGMA**4*S-%TRT 2. *3. 141592653597 ) )
CONT I U.E ':V.
2=1
I : F E N 0T ..  : Y: 210 4
DO 2'3041.- , 1BZK 173














SUBROUTINEYROT1II ZSUB1, ZSUB2, Ixi, IY1) '215
COMPLEX*8ZSUB1 (64, 64). ZSUB2 (64, 64) 222
IX=IX1
IF(. NOT (IX.LT O))GOT023043 1223
IXm64+IX 224
23043 CONTINUE !225





?'047 IF C .NOT ( 1 . LE -.- 4 -1OTO2049 27
DO 23050J=1.64 '228









COMPLEX*8ZSUB (64. 64). ZL:NE 64) 239
CONTINUE '240
Il '240









CALLFFT (ZLINE, 64. 'Inv*') '246
23058 CONTINUE '246
DO 23059%=,64 '247






CALLYTRNSP ( ZSUB) '250
CONTINUE '251
=1 '251
23061 IF (. NOT. (I . L.E 64 )n)GOTC23063 !251
DO 23064jt, -64 !252
ZLINE J)ZSUS( I, J) '253
i.3Qc64 CONTINUE '053
2("A5 CONTINUE '25?
IF(.NT (TOP EG A.-TI23V6'4















SUBROUTINEY2FIL(ZlJD1. ZS2r OP, RmIN) '245
COMPLEX*8ZSUB1(64,641, ZS-.jS&64, 64) '274












IF(. NOT, (1OP. EQ 20))GO TO23078 !285
DO 2300JaI, 64 '286




IF(. NOT. (IOP EQ. 21))GoTo23082 28
DO 23084J=1,64 '289




IF(. NOT. (IOP. EQ. 23))GOTO23086 !293
DO 23088J=1,64 !294
IF(. NOT. (ABS(REAL(ZSUB1(1,J)) GE RMIN1))GT023090 295












SUDROUTlNEYNOrPMF( rU , VU2) '306
'MPLIC ITUYTE(B ), 47, NEi EQ+2tl -N) . REAL*A A.- E-1-. 0-Y) , EL CM
*LEX*S(Z) !307




ZSUM=(O. O. ) 1309
SUMSG=0. !309
2.3 IF( NO. I LE 64 0TC2C04 :--
160
DO 23095,J=1,64 !310
IF(. NOT. (REAL(ZSUB1 (I, J)) NE. O. )GOT023097
NPEL=NPEL+1 !'312
ZSUM=ZSUM+ZSUB2(I, J) 313







IF(. NOT. (NPEL E. 0) ) GOT023099 '317




R00004-1. /SGRT(SUMSqG-CABS( ZSUM)/NPEL) !322
CONTINUE !323
Im1 !323
23101 IF(. NOT. (I LE S4 )'GOrTo213 323
DO 23104j-1,64 324
IF (. NOT. (REAL (ZSUB1 ( 1. J).sE .0 G TO23106
ZSU92(I, ) =(ZSUB2( ., J)-ZMEAN)*R-O4 '326
GOT0231O7
23106 CONTINUE '327




















SUBROUTINEYPEAK4(ZSUB, X ,Y, RN) '348
COMPLEX*8ZSVB (64, 64), ZSUB2 (o4, 64) ' 4;
REAL*4F(3,3),TEMP 31
TO (F1, F2, F3)w(F1-F3) /t2. * (Ft-2. *F7.--F3)) '351







23112 IF(.NOT.(I . LE 64 ))GOT023114 '353
DO 23115J=1.64 '354
RU=REAL(ZSUr1(I, J)) 1355
IF (. Nor TR. LT RMAX)A!G0T023117 36
GOT023115 357
23117 CONTINUE !35a
















IF(. NOT. (RN. EQ. 0. ))GOT023121 370






IF (. NOT. (RN. GT. 1. ) )GOT023123 !376





23125 IF(.NOT. (I . LE . 3 ))GOT023127 '380
DO 23128J=1,64 '381
ZSUB2(r.J)=ZSUB MOD Iv+(I--2)-l1+64 64)+IJ
,n.28 CONTINUE '382
2 Z 9 CONTINUE !382
DO 23130iJ-1.3
jMOD( IX+ tJ-24 -&'--4.. 64)+j 3e4










2'1 :2 IF(.NOT. (ITERS LE 3 ))OOT023134 '.38
DO 23135J=11,3 '389
TEMP(J).=FOCOOZ(TIO'r,F( , 3, F(;, 2), F(,j 3)) !390
2'3 5 CONTINUE !30
23±36 CONTINUE !390
TOX-TO(TEMP(1), TEMP'r2) TEMPF'3 ) !291
DO 231374-1,3 !392
TEMPCJ)iF0005(TOX,F(1,.J F (2, J), F(3,j)) !393
22137 CONTINUE !393
2318 CONTINUE '393

































TYPE*. THETA1, THETA2 !440
THETAR=THETA1-THETA2 !441
THETAD1IHETAR*190. /3 14159265358979 '442
CALLBOPENP(CSTR. 1, 2*(M-1) '443
CALLYRPJT ( THETAR) 444
















LOGICALFUNCTION'OPENF411(CSTR, IUNIT. CTYPE> !471







IF(. NOT. (BEQFLG (CTYPE, 'now')))GOT023147 '478
OPEN(UNIT'LUN.NAME-CSTR, TYPE='NEW', CARRIAGECONRCuna 'LAST') '479
23147 CONTINUE 1480
IF(.NOT. (BEGFLG(CTYPE, 'old')))GOT023149 1480
OPEN(UNITuLUN,NAME=CSTR, TYPE='OLD', CARRIAGECONTROL.='LIST',ERR-1 !481
IF(.NOT. ( FALSE. )G0T023151 '482




IF ( NOT. t BOFLt C IYE, u rknwn T a ) wr OT 23153 487
163













IF(. NOT. (N.GT. ))GOT023155 !502
OPEN(UNITLUN, NAME=CSTR, TYPE='OLD, CARRIAGECONTROL= LIST', ERR- i













OPEN(VNIT=LUN, NAME-=CSTR, TYPE -'f'EW', CARRIAGECONTROLw'LIST')
CONTINUE !513
Iin '513








SUBROUTINEYKEEP ( ZSUD, CSTR) 521
CHARACTER*(*) CSTR !522
COMPLEXeZSUB(64, 64) '523
COMPLEX *SZL INE (,z4) 524
OPENjrjUIT=1, ACCESS='DIRECT', NAMEaCSTR, TYPE- RECORDSIZE 12s
DO 2311 =1. :4 '526
DO 23167J*1,64 !527
ZLINEtj>=ZSUD k IJ 5Z
t3 CONTINUE '528
368 CONTINUE '528
WPITE(1 I)ZLINE 52 '









OPEN( r T-1, CA:: 1='DFE'', IAME=&:TE Z

















IMPLICITBYTE(B-C). INTEGER*2(I-N), REAL*4(A, E-H, 0-Y), REAL*8(D), COMP
*LEX*8(Z) !555
C








LOGICALFUNCTIONSEOFLG*1 (CSTR1, CSTR 2) .565
































SUBROUTINEFFT(Z, N, DO006) !606
INTEGER*2N, I, J, K, TWOK !607
REAL*4S, D00006 !608
COMPLEX*8Z(N), U, W, TEMP '609
















23181 IF(. NOT. (I . LT . N )GOTO23183



















9 IF( NOT. (TWUK LE N ))oOT0
U(1 -0. ) '633
W=CEXP(CMPLX(O , -S/FLOAT(10.,'))
DO 23192J=1,K '636
DO 23194Ia J. N, TIWOK e7

















DO 231961-1 64 !656
DO 23198J=1,64 !657






DO 23202J=1, 64 !661
ZSUB( I, J)=ZTEMP(J, Ii
2 22 CONTINUE !662





















* This program transform picture data files into transferable format
to Tafts University Image Analisys Laboratory VAX System
# Input OCR1.PIC and OCR2. PIC







call tsfr( 'DAT OCRI. PIC', 'DAT:OCP1 TP ')
call tsfr('DAT OCR2. FIC', ?DAT.OCP2. TFS')
end
subroutine tsfr(cstrl cstr2)
by tu cstrl;,t~l) cstr,2 61), crecii312), creco(512). cr. lf
open(unit-&I, name=cstr1, acc ss'DIRECT'. record si zea128. typez'OLD')
open(unit=2, nomencstr2. access= 'DIRECT '.recordsizen128 ty pe'NEW')
cr=13 # carrige return
1f=10 # line foed
p tro 1
..2s i=1, 128 C
read( 1'i) creci
do j=1,512 C









jj = j j41
if((jj.eq.63).or (jj.eq 127).or.
tjj eq. 255). or. (j j. eq. 31
jeq. 4 4"') C
creco( jj lncr








if((jj eq. 63). or. ( j j. eq. 127). or.
( jj. eq 255) or. ( jj. eq. 31
( j j. eq 447) or. (jj. eq. 51
crecoC jj)ucrj j, j j+l
creco(jji
169
# 240 is 11110000
# 16 is 00010000
# shift 4 digits
# 8 is 00001000
# 15 is 00001111
* 64 is 01000000
j jj. eq. 191) r
9). or. (j j eq. 383). or. \
5 $k 15 is 00001111
64 is O100000








do jj-133, 512 C
if ( jj. eq. 63). or. ( jj. eq. 127). or. ( j j. eq. 191) or jj. eq. 255). or.(jj. eq. 319). or. ( jj. eq. 3e3). or. ( jj. eq. 447). or. jj. eq. 511))
crncot jj)ncr
else if(( jj. eq. 64). or. ( jj. eq. 128). or. ( jj. eq. 192). or ( jj. eq. 256). or.
(j j. eq. 320). or. (jj. eq. 384). or. ( jj. eq. 448). or. (jj. eq. 512))
creco( jj)1f
else
creco(jj)=64 # 64 is 01000000





CALLTSFR ( 'DAT: OCR t. PI C', 'DAT: OCR 1. TFS ') !19




OPEN(IJNIT=1, NAMEwCSTR 1,ACCESS'DIREC T ', RECORDS I ZE=128, TYPE= 'OLD) 25





DO 230001:l i28 '31
READ(1'I)CRECI 32
DO 23002J- 1, 512 3
CRECO (JJ) =CPECI (J) AND 240 '34
IF( .NOT. L.CECI(J) GE 0)-IGOTO23004 35
CRECO (.JJ)=CR.c.':J) ' '36
GO TO2'C '3
'<t- 04 CONT INUE ' '8
CRECO ( J-),CRECO (JJ 16 '39
CRECO C JJ =CRECO (JJ) OR 8 '40
CRECO(JJi:CRECj i'JJ). AND. 15 !41
3, 5 CONTINUE '42
CRECO(J4)=CRECO( JJ>+64 '43
JiaJJ+1 '44
IF(. NOT. ( (JJ EG. 63) OR. (JJ. EG 127) OR JJ. EG. 191) 0R Li) EG 255) 4
*OR. (JJ EG. 3 1 OR ( i. EG 383) OR "JJ EQ 447'))OTO2300 !47
CRECO(JJ) =R '48
jjiJj+1 14'
CRECO I J>-L 1.50
GOTO2300, 2
2O'1t6 CONT INUE ' 52
CRECO(JJ)=-CR-CBI .) ArD 15 '53
CRECOJ-) i=COREC cJJ)-64 '54
2?007 CONTINUE ' 5
JJ=,J,1 ' 36
IF( NOT ' Jt EG 63 OR L JJ E3 127 QR. (JJ EG 11 1PJ- J EG















DO 23012J4-133, 512 73
IF(. NOT..(( (JJ. EQ. 63). OR. ( JJ. EG. 127). OR. ( J. EQ. 191) OR. ( JJ. EQ 25) 4







IF(. NOT. ( (J. EQ. 64). OR. (J. EQ. 12) . OR. (J. EQ. 192) OR. (JJ EG 25 77







a 30 15 CONT INUE '21
C.'!2 CONT ll.- E 32
23i)13 CONTiNUE !62
WR ITE'2'IPTRO) CRECO 183
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Appendix 5. ASCII Character Chart
DECIMAL OCTAL BINARY DECIMAL OCTAL BINARY
O 000 0000 0000 16 020 0001 0000
1 001 0000 0001 17 021 0001 0001
2 002 0000 0010 18 022 0001 0010
3 003 0000 0011 19 023 0001 0011
4 004 0000 0100 20 024 0001 0100
5 005 0000 0101 21 025 0001 0101
6 006 0000 0110 22 026 0001 0110
7 007 0000 0111 23 027 0001 0111
8 010 0000 1000 24 030 0001 1000
9 011 0000 1001 25 031 0001 1001
10 012 0000 1010 26 032 0001 1010
--------------------------------------------------------------------
11 013 0000 1011 27 033 0001 1011
12 014 0000 1100 28 034 0001 1100
13 015 0000 1101 29 035 0001 1101
14 016 0000 1110 30 036 0001 1110
15 017 0000 1111
182
DECIMAL OCTAL BINARY DECIMAL OCTAL BINARY
31 037 0001 1111 51 063 0011 0011
32 040 0010 0000 52 064 0011 0100
33 041 0010 0001 53 065 0011 0101
34 042 0010 0010 54 066 0011 0110
35 043 0010 0011 55 067 0011 0111
36 044 0010 0100 56 070 0011 1000
37 045 0010 0101 57 071 0011 1001
38 046 0010 0110 58 072 0011 1010
39 047 0010 0111 59 073 0011 1011
40 050 0010 1000 60 074 0011 1100
41 051 0010 1001 61 075 0011 1101
42 052 0010 1010 62 076 0011 1110
43 053 0010 1011 63 077 0011 1111
44 054 0010 1100 64 100 0100 0000
45 055 0010 1101 65 101 0100 0001
-------------------------------------------------------------
46 056 0010 1110 66 102 0100 0010
47 057 0010 1111 67 103 0100 0011
48 060 0011 0000 68 104 0100 0100
49 061 0011 0001 69 105 0100 0101
50 062 0011 0010 70 106 0100 0110
183
DECIMAL OCTAL BINARY DECIMAL OCTAL BINARY
--------------------------------------------------------------------
71 107 0100 0111 91 133 0101 1011
72 110 0100 1000 92 134 0101 1100
73 111 0100 1001 93 135 0101 1101
74 112 0100 1010 94 136 0101 1110
75 113 0100 1011 95 137 0101 1111
76 114 0100 1100 96 140 0110 0000
77 115 0100 1101 97 141 0110 0001
78 116 0100 1110 98 142 0110 0010
79 117 0100 1111 99 143 0110 0011
80 120 0101 0000 100 144 0110 0100
81 121 0101 0001 101 145 0110 0101
82 122 0101 0010 102 146 0110 0110
83 123 0101 0011 103 147 0110 0111
84 124 0101 0100 104 150 0110 1000
85 125 0101 0101 105 151 0110 1001
86 126 0101 0110 106 152 0110 1010
87 127 0101 0111 107 153 0110 1011
88 130 0101 1000 108 154 0110 1100
89 131 0101 1001 109 155 0110 1101
90 132 0101 1010 110 156 0110 1110
184


























121 171 0111 1001
122 172 0111 1010
123 173 0111 1011
124 174 0111 1100





























































-6 372 1111 1010 -26 346 1110 0110
-7 371 1111 1001 -27 345 1110 0101
-8 370 1111 1000 -28 344 1110 0100
-9 367 1111 0111 -29 343 1110 0011
-10 366 1111 0110 -30 342 1110 0010
-11 365 1111 0101 -31 341 1110 0001
-12 364 1111 0100 -32 340 1110 0000
-13 363 1111 0011 -33 337 1101 1111
-14 362 1111 0010 -34 336 1101 1110




















































































-46 322 1101 0010 -66 276 1011 1110
-47 321 1101 0001 -67 275 1011 1101
-48 320 1101 0000 -68 274 1011 1100
-49 317 1100 1111 -69 273 1011 1011
-50 316 1100 1110 -70 272 1011 1010
-51 315 1100 1101 -71 271 1011 1001
-52 314 1100 1100 -72 270 1011 1000
-53 313 1100 1011 -73 267 1011 0111
-54 312 1100 1010 -74 266 1011 0110













































-81 257 1010 1111 -101 233 1001 1011
-82 256 1010 1110 -102 232 1001 1010
-83 255 1010 1101 -103 231 1001 1001
-84 254 1010 1100 -104 230 1001 1000
-85 253 1010 1011 -105 227 1001 0111
--------------------------------------------------------------
-86 252 1010 1010 -106 226 1001 0110
-87 251 1010 1001 -107 225 1001 0101
-88 250 1010 1000 -108 224 1001 0100
-89 247 1010 0111 -109 223 1001 0011
-90 246 1010 0110 -110 222 1001 0010
-91 245 1010 0101 -111 221 1001 0001
-92 244 1010 0100 -112 220 1001 0000
-93 243 1010 0011 -113 217 1000 1111
-94 242 1010 0010 -114 216 1000 1110
-95 241 1010 0001 -115 215 1000 1101
--------------------------------------------------------------------
-96 240 1010 0000 -116 214 1000 1100
-97 237 1001 1111 -117 213 1000 1011
-98 236 1001 1110 -118 212 1000 1010
-99 235 1001 1101 -119 211 1000 1001




-121 207 1000 0111-----------------------------
-121 207 1000 0111
-122 206 1000 0110
-124 204 1000 0101
-124 204 1000 0101
-125 203 1000 0011
-127 201 1000 0001
DECIMAL OCTALDECIMAL OCTAL BINARY BINARY
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